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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
)
)
)
Opposer,
)
v.
)
)
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
)
)
Applicant.
)
____________________________________ )
THE LARYNGEAL MASK
COMPANY LTD.

Opposition No. 91191601

APPLICANT’S OPPOSITION AGAINST OPPOSER’S MOTION FOR A
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The following is the formal APPLICANT’S opposition against OPPOSER’S
motion for a summary judgment made to this Board on its case against the Applicant,
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a physician resident in Brazil, who has applied
for the registration in the US of the “C-LMA” word mark as shown in Application Serial
No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"), filed July 8, 2004 and now is respectfully self
defending his proposed trademark within this Trademark and Appeal Board, against
opposition made by the distinguish lawyers representing The Laryngeal Mask
Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a foreign company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant cannot agree with the Opposer’s motion, due to the shallow
fundaments by which its demands are grounded, followed by an opportune distortion of
facts, which were simply systematically presented “as true” by Opposer in its
“Memorandum”, conveniently ignoring any Applicant’s counterpart, a fact that per se,
should be suffice to deny the Opposer’s motion for a summary judgment.

Besides, there are still pending material facts to be analyzed by the Board,
which, if accepted, would entirely disarm the Opposer motion for a summary judgment.
For these and the foregoing reasons, Applicant respectfully submits that the
Opposer’s motion for summary judgment must be denied and the parts entitled to a trial
as scheduled.
Justice will be better served for both parties, if so.

Respectfully submitted,

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Date: December 16, 2010

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
APPLICANT’S OPPOSITION AGAINST OPPOSER’S MOTION FOR A
SUMMARY JUDGMENT was deposited on December 16, 2010 within the
Brazilian Postal Office, via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid,
addressed to Counsel for Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer legal representatives at the same time, via
electronic mail to the following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
eschmalz@foley.com”;
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II. REQUEST:
# Applicant’s request Opposer representatives to formally report their
understanding, and what exactly they mean by the following affirmation: on existing
“insignificant distinctions between the parties current products” stated on (# Opp Memo
(pg-9, 4th §) which lead to the conclusion, in Opposer’s view, that Applicant’s and Opposer’s

goods are “legally identical”.
In the light of facts, Opposer is compel to make proof of the said affirmation, by an
expert technical disclosure and detailed report, otherwise, Applicant respectfully request to this
Board that proper legal action against Opposer be taken on the grounds of “bad faith” and

making false statement to mislead examiners with the intention to gain advantages.
Also that this report could be used as a form of material evidence.
A motion with this request will be later filed by Applicant.
III. ARGUMENTS:
1) Rebuttal of Opposer’s presentation of Applicant’s initial qualifications
st

rd

# Opp Memo (pg-1, 1 §, 3 line)

On the third line of its first paragraph:
………… Applicant, (a) a former licensee and distributor of Opposer's products in Brazil,
has filed an intent-to-use trademark application to register the mark C-LMA for a "medical
device used to ventilate patients, namely a supraglotic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed
esophageal tube." Applicant's mark entirely incorporates Opposer's "LMA" mark, which is widely
recognized within the medical field in connection with Opposer's laryngeal masks and other
medical devices. (b) Applicant filed his application in July 2004, less than two months
before his Brazilian license agreement with Opposer terminated on September 1, 2004,
and he did so without Opposer's knowledge or consent……..
By making the above statements, the Opposer’s lawyers are insidiously trying to implicate to the
Applicant, a supposed “bad faith” intention to capitalize over the Opposer’s eventual goodwill.
This never has been the Applicant’s intention, or to generate any type of conflict or
misinterpretation, as clearly exposed since the beginning of Applicant’s trademark file, and later,
by all office action correspondence.
a) …. a former licensee and distributor of Opposer's products in Brazil…
Applicant´s company, Medtech, was effectively Opposer’s former licensee and
distributor of Opposer's products exclusively in Brazil from 1994 to February 2004, and formally
until September 1, 2004, date were an amicable “Early Termination of the Distribution
Agreement” was signed. [Evidence 1: Q 2, pages 53]
b) ….Applicant filed his application in July 2004, less than two months before his
Brazilian license agreement with Opposer terminated on September 1, 2004, and he did
so without Opposer's knowledge or consent……..
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2) Chronology and summary of previous Opposer and Applicant relationship:

Chronology of facts:
a) On February 12, 2004 Opposer’s company, LMC, issued a notice of an “Early
Termination of the Distribution Agreement” with the Applicant company, MedTech.
b) During the 2004 World Congress of Anesthesia held in Paris, negotiations toward
an AMICABLE SETTLEMENT between LMC and Medtech took place and evolved until
August 2004.
c) Following these negotiations, a “Formal Notice of Early Termination of the Distribution
Agreement” was sent to Medtech on May 4, 2004. (§ 6 - Answer to Opposer’s First
Interrogatories).
d) On May 17, 2004, Mr. Paul Molloy (Vice-President of LMC ) formalized to Medtech a
document named “ADVANCE TERMINATION OF DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT”
which was later amended on May 28, 2004, to contemplate clauses present in the initial
Distributors Agreement entered in April 1, 1994 and originally scheduled to terminate on
April 1, 2005.
e) The final version of this document was received by Medtech and signed by both parts
only on September 1, 2004, date that formally ended the relationship between LMC
and Medtech in Brazil.
When Applicant filled his application in July 2004, its Brazilian license agreement with
the Opposer was already extinct, due to the former February 12, 2004 notice of an “Early
Termination of Distribution Agreement”, which was formalized in September 1, 2004. So, the
Opposer’s allegation has no support whatsoever.
The application for the “C-LMA” trademark was filled only for the US market, and
exclusively to alternatively designate an Applicant’s already own trademark (Combimask), filed
in October 17, 2001 and made solely for its patented airway device (US Patent No.: US
7,040,322 B2 May 9, 2006 that followed its former Provisional application No. 60/339,092
previously filed on Nov. 8, 2001), which absolutely, had no relationship nor any participation
from the Opposer on its concept or design. So, at that time, there was no reason whatsoever
the Applicant should have made any contact, previous consultation or submited its application
to the Opposer.
It is clear that the former relationship between the Opposer and Applicant companies is
an absolutely distinct situation from the present dispute, by which the Opposer is now astutely
trying to overlap, in order to falsely imply to the Applicant a premeditated “bad faith” intention
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against its client. This cannot prevail and can only be interpreted as a dubious manoeuvre
intended to distract the Board attention from the facts.
A proof of this is the fact that Applicant’s Company once distributed Opposer’s products
exclusively in the territory of Brazil, from 1994 to 2004. The “C-LMA” trademark request was
made in the USA, through the regular USPTO channels and for the US market only, a region
were Applicant has never operated, nor marketed any product.

3) Rebuttal of Opposer’s “naming” Applicant’s device
# Opp Memo (pg-3, 1st §, 4th line)

On the forth line of its first paragraph, Opposer tries at its “own will”, to “name” the
Applicant device related to its trademark application (Serial Number 78/448,067) as “Apllicant’s
Laryngeal Mask”.
This is another deceptive maneuver made by the Opposer representatives, in order to
confuse the Board, making believe that the “Laryngeal Masks” made by the Opposer are the
same as the ones which Opposer has now called, “Apllicant’s Laryngeal Mask”.
Which they are not! These are distinct entities, although both are used for patient ventilation.
[Evidence 1: Q 12, pages 5/7; Q 17/18, page 21]
Applicant affirmatively denies that the Applicant's goods are identical to the goods
identified in the registrations for the “LMA Marks”. Accordingly to the public records at the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, the Opposer’s
Goods/Services Class 010 for trademark “LMA Mark”, Serial No. 74/313868, Reg. No.
1,854,088 is described generically as a whole, as “laryngeal masks”.

What is thereby,

significantly different from the Goods/Services Class 010 of Applicant's proposed trademark:
“C-LMA”, serial No.: 78/448067, which is specifically described as: “Medical device used to
ventilate patients, namely, a supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal
tube, in International Class 10”.
Accepting that Applicant's goods are identical to the ones identified in the registrations
for the “LMA Marks”, would be the same as saying in analogy, that a car, among its several
parts, by the fact of also having four wheels for rolling, certainly cannot simply lead to the
conclusion that “wheels are the same as cars….”
The Applicant device, namely “Combimask” and “C-LMA” for short, besides several
other features, uses a “supraglotic laryngeal mask” approach for patient ventilation, and as the
analogy above (wheels and cars), this device by using a “supraglotic laryngeal mask”, does not
mean that this device is a “laryngeal mask”, as Opposer is conveniently trying to make believe.
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4) Rebuttal of Opposer’s affirmation that Applicant’s Proposed C-LMA Trademark
refers to “Branded Laryngeal Mask”
# Opp Memo (pg-3, 2

nd

§)

In the next paragraph of the same page, Opposer mentions: “Applicant intends to offer
his C-LMA branded laryngeal masks ….”
As previously explained, the Applicant’s device for which the “C-LMA” trademark was
created and filed, is not a “branded laryngeal mask, but instead, a particular device that uses a
“laryngeal mask” approach as a way to ventilate a patient, as described by the acronym “LMA”,
used as suffix and standing only for “laryngeal mask + airway" in Applicant’s proposed
trademark “C-LMA”.
It is an entirely different situation from using a certain feature for a specific purpose (in
this case a laryngeal mask approach for securing an airway), from being named (“branded
laryngeal mask”) exclusively after this characteristic.

5) Rebuttal of Similarity of the Marks
# Opp Memo (pg-7, 2nd § and beyond)

Arguments of eventual similarity between marks in the second paragraph and beyond of
page 7 of Opposer’s Memorandum, have been previously extensively discussed by the
competent examiners of the USPTO way before the acceptance and publication of the C-LMA
mark, by means of several questionnaires to Applicant, when all facts and implications were
thoughtfully presented and accepted. So, on the contrary of what Opposer says, there is no
“strikingly similarity” between the disputed marks.
[Evidence 1: Q 10, pages 5/6; Q 11, pages 5/7;

nd

Q 20, 2

nd

§ page 10; 2

rd

,3

th

and 4 §

page 12; Q 25/26, pages 23-25; Q 7, pages 31/32; Q 7/8, pages 46/47 ]

6) Rebuttal of Opposer’s allegation of a “likely confusion” between the sound of the
marks.
# Opp Memo (pg-8, 2nd §)

On the second paragraph, page 8 of its Memorandum, Opposer mentions:
“Nevertheless, an analysis of the sound of Applicant's mark and Opposer's marks also supports
a finding of likely confusion. C-LMA is virtually identical to LMA aurally”……
Applicant denies Opposer’s allegation of a “likely confusion” on the sound between
marks.
Although Applicant’s proposed trademark “C-LMA” starts with only one letter, the "C",
which is followed by a trace (-) and other three letters, the "L" the "M" and the "A", joined
together as "LMA", it is this first letter “C”, by all means, the dominant part, as it graphically and
aurally expresses an initial of, and the desired mnemonic link for the Applicant’s patented
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device (COMBINATION Artificial Airway Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent
7,040,322 B2) also designated as “CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), The
remaining acronym sequence is just to refer and to describe its medical use as an airway
device.
There can not be any different commercial impression created by Applicant's proposed mark as
the one expressed above. Also, the proposed trademark "C-LMA" is clearly differentiated from
others belonging to Opposer, by having its mark beginning with the letter "C" immediately linked
by a trace to the segment "LMA" that follows. This is exactly the contrary of ALL other
Opposer’s trademarks, which eventually uses "LMA" segment as part of their marks. In those
cases, is always the letter sequence "LMA" what figures in the beginning of those names, as
clearly exemplified by Opposer in the 3rd paragraph of its own Memorandum.
[Evidence 1: Q 11, page 7]

7) Rebuttal of Similarity of the Respective Goods and against Opposer affirmation that
“Applicant intends to sell laryngeal masks under the mark C-LMA”
# Opp Memo (pg-9, 3rd §)

On the third paragraph, page 9 of its Memorandum, Opposer mentions: “Applicant intends to
sell laryngeal masks under its mark C-LMA”.
On the contrary! It was never Applicant’s intention, nor has ever been, to sell “laryngeal
masks” under its proposed mark C-LMA, which as stated, is exclusively reserved for its own
specific device. [Evidence 1: Q 17, page 21]
And Opposer says further on,
….“There is no dispute that Applicant's and Opposer's goods are identical or overlapping, as the
identifications of goods in both Applicant's application for C-LMA and Opposer's registrations for
its LMA Marks (see, e.g., Reg. Nos. 2,506,914; 1,854,088; 2,133,294; 2,173,557; 2,220,745;
2,518,267; and 3,234,339) incorporate "laryngeal masks." See Opp. Add. (Reg.)”.
On the contrary! Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods are not identical, as previously extensively
discussed. The fact that both devices incorporate a “laryngeal masks” in its design does not
mean that they are “identical”. [Evidence 1: Q 12, pages 5/7; Q 17/18, page 21]

8) Rebuttal of Opposer affirmation that goods are “legally identical”
# Opp Memo (pg-9, 4th §) and # Opp Memo (pg-10, 1st §)

On fourth paragraph, page 9 of its Memorandum, Opposer states: …. Even if Applicant's
assertions regarding the insignificant distinctions between the parties' current products were
assumed to be correct for the purposes of summary judgment, there is no question that the
"laryngeal masks" and other medical device products identified in Opposer's registrations clearly
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encompass a broad range of medical devices, and certainly would include any specific type of
laryngeal mask, such as that described in Applicant's identification of goods.
-

APPLICANT would be pleased if Opposer representatives could formally report their
understanding of what are “insignificant distinctions between the parties current
products” as a form of material evidence.

A request motion will be filed against

Opposer for explanations in this sense.
-

Applicant cannot agree with the pretentious Opposer allegations, on trying to
encompass with its “laryngeal mask” and other (?) a “broad range of medical devices”.

-

Applicant also does not agree with the Opposer “overconfident” and exaggerated
affirmation: “certainly would include any specific type of laryngeal mask”.

…..“Consequently, Applicant's and Opposer's goods are not merely related, but for the
purposes of the likelihood of confusion analysis, they are legally identical”.
-

Applicant does not agree with this Opposer affirmation, as differences between goods
have already been well established, and certainly those products can never be qualified
as “legally identical”.

-

It seems that Opposer’s line of thought is clearly assuming ungrounded “personal”
conclusions, by saying that Applicant's and Opposer's goods are “identical”.
[Evidence 1: Q 12, pages 5/7; Q 17/18, page 21; Q 26 pages 24/25]

9) Rebuttal of Opposer’s alleged evidence based on Applicant response to Opposer
First Request for Admissions
# Opp Memo (pg-10, 1st §)

…. “As further evidence that the parties' products are essentially identical, Applicant has
admitted that the goods he intends to distribute under the C-LMA Mark will compete with
products Opposer offers under the LMA mark. Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 21;
Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 21”.

[Evidence 1: Q 21,

page 22]
-

Opposer is maliciously distorting Applicant’s admission made in answer to a tricky
question. The context of the above admission is certainly broad. Applicant’s and
Opposer’s devices, despite their clear functional differences, are designed to ultimately
manage patients airways. The same can be said for other airway devices, like:
endotracheal tubes, combitubes or laryngeal tubes, as those devices are currently
competing with Opposer’s laryngeal masks for the same airway management market.
[Evidence 1: Q 25/26/27, pages 23-26]
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10) Rebuttal of Opposer’s allegations of possible confusion from consumers regarding
the origin of the goods.
# Opp Memo (pg-10, 3rd §)

Opposer allegates: “In sum, consumers are likely to believe that Applicant's C-LMA laryngeal
mask and Opposer's LMA laryngeal masks originate from the same source, that Applicant's
laryngeal mask is sponsored by or approved by Opposer, or that Applicant and Opposer are
otherwise related. The similarity of the parties' goods weighs heavily in favor of a finding of likely
confusion.”
-

Applicant denies Opposer’s allegations.

-

As Applicant has already affirmatively alleged in preceding paragraphs, due to distinct
characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods and trademarks, it is highly
unlikely to occur confusion among well informed consumers, regarding goods and
services provided by one or another supplier.

-

Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake or
deception among consumers to mistakenly believe, by the use of anatomical and device
acronyms, that there might be any common source to provide the goods.

Those

products are directed to distinguished, selected and highly specialized public, that can
certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't likely, as a
matter of expertise and common sense to be confused on the origin of the different
goods.
[Evidence 1: Q 25-27, pages 23-26; Q 2-7, pages 35-38]

11) Rebuttal of Opposer’s allegations of possible confusion between Applicant’s and
Opposer’s goods due to the same trade channels.
# Opp Memo (pg-11, 1st §)

On the first paragraph, page 11 of its Memorandum, Opposer mentions:
"Applicant's laryngeal masks would likely be offered through the usual channels of trade
customary for goods of this type, and as such, would be offered through the same or
overlapping channels of trade as Opposer's laryngeal masks." N. Opp. at ~ 13; Answer at ~ 13.”
-

Applicant reminds that the term: "Applicant's laryngeal masks” was created solely by
the Opposer and has never been used by the Applicant to designate his device, as
previously discussed.

-

The Applicant’s patented device namely “Combimask” (COMBINATION Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) or “C-LMA” for short,
cannot be simply classified within the general description of a “laryngeal mask”
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nevertheless,

what

Opposer

has

called

“Apllicant’s

Laryngeal

Mask”.

[Evidence 1: Q 13, page 8]
…..”The identical or overlapping nature of the parties' trade channels weighs heavily in favor of
a finding of likely confusion”…
-

Applicant disagrees with this Opposer allegation, Although both products are devised to
airway management, they have clearly functional and design characteristics that would
differentiate these products from one to another. Also the consumers for those laryngeal
mask airway products are sophisticated and educated, being physicians, nurses and
EMT staff, all with training and knowledge to proper differentiate and choose among
different airway devices and aren't likely, as a matter of logic, to be confused.

-

The final users of those devices, by their professional requirements, training and
responsibilities, knows very well the different airway devices available from the several
suppliers, including among those, the ones made by the Opposer and Applicant’s, so,
the final consumer of any airway device based on a laryngeal mask airway, cannot be in
any way, compared to the average public that would buy by impulse.

12) Rebuttal of Opposer’s allegations regarding the qualifications of purchasers of
Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods.
# Opp Memo (pg-11, 3rd §)

On the third paragraph, page 11 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
“Applicant initially alleged that purchasers of laryngeal masks are "sophisticated and
educated" medical professionals, and as such are unlikely to be confused. Answer at ~ 13. ”.
[Evidence 1: Q 13, page 8]
-

Applicant confirms this allegation.

13) Rebuttal of Opposer’s “deem acceptances of admissions” of Applicants answers of
Opposer Third Request for Admissions.
# Opp Memo (pg-11, 3rd §)

Nevertheless, on the next paragraphs, Opposer’s has expediently used legal
technicalities, followed by a purposely and opportune distortion of facts from Opposer’s
acquaintance, omitted and unethically presented in the process “as deemed true”, thus
conveniently ignoring all Applicant’s answers to Opposer's Third Request for Admissions.

14) Applicant’s motion filed against OPPOSER’S motion for deem admission and
acceptance, of Applicants answers of Opposer Third Request for Admissions.
# Opp Memo (pg-11, 3rd §)

In response, a motion (ttabvue-91191601-OPP-22.pdf) was filed in 12/10/2010, with a
formal APPLICANT’S opposition against OPPOSER’S motion for a deem admission and
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acceptance of this Opposer's Third Request for Admissions. Due to the time frame, this motion
has not yet been analyzed by the Board, but Applicant is sure it will be.

15) Consequences of the new material fact created and its possible reflex upon
Opposer motion for a summary judgment.
# Opp Memo (pg-11, 3rd §)

The results of this motion analysis by the Board, will result on a creation of a disputable
“material fact”, what would entirely disarm the present Opposer “Memorandum” and
consequently, its motion for a summary judgment.

For the sake of truth, excerpts of the proper Applicant answers as originally presented will be
reproduced in the following paragraphs.

“However, Applicant later admitted that the persons commonly responsible for
purchasing airway management devices are not the medical professionals who use these
devices, but instead are often administrators who do not have the sophistication and expertise
to understand the functional differences between different devices for airway management that
are on the market. Opposer's Third Request for Admissions at ~ 3 and 4.”
[Evidence 1: Q 3/4, pages 35-37]
-

APPLICANT HAS NEVER MADE THE ABOVE ADMISSIONS !!!!

-

On the contrary of the “Opposer’s allegations”, the end users of any airway
management devices, in the same way as with any other medical product, are
physicians and also well trained medical professionals with sufficient knowledge to
select and distinguish among different device presentations and brands, the ones which
are more appropriate for their patient in a particular medical situation. Furthermore, the
attending physicians or the medical professionals, by being not only medically but also
legally responsible for their acts, are certainly aware of the differences among available
medical equipment, airway management devices included. They will only use, or
recommend for purchasing, the ones which they know, and are confident with.

-

Despite not being directly responsible for dealing with the purchase bureocracy,
physicians and medical professionals who are, utmost the end users of airway
management devices in their patients during surgery will have their opinion always
highly considerate on any purchasing decision.

-

The administrators or persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making
authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices, by their position requirements,
must be responsible and knowledgeable people, with expertise and usually long
experience on dealing with the multitude of different medical products and brands.
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Furthermore, they will be primary following the requests of their medical personal on
making purchase decisions. Certainly in any eventual misunderstanding or uncertainty
between different device brands and product specifications, they would formally consult
for assistance the medical department which has requested the product. The same
goes with the airway management equipment as the Opposer and Applicant devices.

16) Rebuttal of Opposer’s allegation of Applicant admission, regarding trademarks and
its eventual influence over decision making authorities.
# Opp Memo (pg-11, 3rd §)/(pg-12, 1st §)

On the third paragraph, page 11, followed by the first paragraph, page 12 of its Memorandum,
Opposer allegates:
“Applicant has further admitted that the persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise
decision making authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices are likely to rely on
product trademarks to distinguish between products and their sources, and are likely to be
confused as to the source of Opposer's goods if they are offered under the C-LMA mark.
Opposer's Third Request for Admissions at ~ 5 and 6.”

[Evidence 1: Q 5/6, pages 37-38]

-

APPLICANT HAS NEVER MADE THE ABOVE ADMISSIONS !!!!

-

On the contrary !. The decision-making authority over purchasing decisions for medical
devices by their position requirements are responsible and knowledge people, which
are not likely to rely just on product trademarks on their purchase decision, particularly
when there are significative design and functional differences among these products.
Furthermore the decision-making authority over purchasing decisions for medical
devices, usually have long experience and expertise on dealing with the multitude of
different medical products and brands, besides being always assisted by their medical
staff when needed for their purchase decisions.

-

Applicant affirmatively alleges that Opposer's marks and Applicant's proposed
trademarks are not “nearly identical” in appearance, sound and spelling, and thereof it is
highly unlikely to occur any confusion, mistake and/or deception between the Opposer’s
and the Applicant’s proposed mark.

-

These products are directed to distinguish, selected and highly specialized public, that
can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't likely,
as a matter of logic, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought is also highly
unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the Applicant’s
proposed mark.
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17) Rebuttal to Opposer’s allegations of Applicant admission regarding actual
confusion among purchasers.
# Opp Memo (pg-14, 2nd §)

On the second paragraph, page 14 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
….“Applicant has expressly admitted that "the use of the C-LMA mark on Applicant's Goods will
cause actual confusion among purchasers and potential purchasers of both Opposer's Goods
and Applicant's Goods." Opposer's Third Request for Admissions at ~ 7. These factors weigh in
favor of a finding of likely confusion.” [Evidence 1: Q 7, page 38]
-

APPLICANT HAS NEVER MADE THE ABOVE ADMISSIONS !!!!

-

On the contrary. As Applicant has already affirmatively noted in preceding paragraphs,
due to distinct functional characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods, it is
highly unlikely to occur confusion among sophisticated and well informed purchasers
and consumers, regarding goods provided by one or another supplier.

-

Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake or
deception among purchasers and consumers to mistakenly believe, simply by the use
of anatomical and device acronyms, that might be any common source between
Applicant’s and Opposer’s to provide these goods.

-

Due the sophisticated and educated nature of target public for those devices, it will be
highly unlikely for prospective purchasers of Applicant's products, to eventually
associate Applicant's and Opposer's marks.

18) Rebuttal to Opposer’s allegations on the degree of Applicant’s knowledge, of
Opposer’s marks details, when selected its proposed C-LMA trademark.
# Opp Memo (pg-15, 2nd §)

On the second paragraph, page 15 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
“ As such, Applicant has himself distributed Opposer's laryngeal masks under the LMA Marks,
and was well aware of such marks when he, acting alone, selected the C-LMA mark for his
product. Opposer's Second Request for Admissions at ~~ 2-3; Answer to Opposer's First
Interrogatories at ~ 3”. [Evidence 1: Q 2/3, pages 29-30]
-

Formerly, Applicant only did material distribution of Opposer’s goods in Brazil, not
dealing with any legal aspect of Opposer eventual mark registrations, and due to this,
Applicant does not have sufficient knowledge or information, to form a belief regarding
Opposer’s eventual US trademark situation on that particular time period.

-

Applicant affirmatively alleges that the laryngeal mask airways which were initially
distributed in Brazil following its Intavent-Cyprus agreement, had the name “Intavent”
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printed on it and only on a later period, the “LMA” wording began to appear on the
products, together with the name “Laryngeal Mask Company Limited” and “LMA
International Services Limited”.

19) Rebuttal to Opposer’s allegations of eventual customer confusion on marks due to
the past relationship between Opposer and Applicant.
# Opp Memo (pg-15, 2nd §)

…..“Whether or not Applicant expressly intended to capitalize on his former position as an
authorized distributor to appropriate the goodwill that Opposer has established in its LMA
Marks, consumers are more likely to be confused in light of this past relationship between the
parties. For instance, consumers who were familiar with Applicant's role as a distributor of
Opposer's laryngeal masks under the LMA Marks may believe that Applicant is continuing in
that role when distributing products under the C-LMA mark. In light of the parties' past
relationship, confusion is particularly likely in this instance.”
# Opp Memo (pg-15, 2nd §)

-

The C-LMA trademark request was made in the USA through the regular

USPTO

channels for the US market only, were Applicants Company, that once have distributed
Opposer’s products exclusively in the territory of Brazil from 1994 to 2004, have never
operated nor marketed any product. So, any former Applicant’s business held in Brazil
at that period, is certainly unknown by the US market, making a complete nonsense, the
Opposers allegations of “eventual goodwill” and “confusion among old consumers” in
the USA from the time Applicant distributed Opposer’s products in Brazil.

20) Impracticality of trademark confusion, due to a 7 years’ timeframe and different
territories involved: Brazil and USA.
-

Opposer is insidiously trying to mix up what has been a former distribution exclusively in
Brazil, which ended 7 years ago, with the present US market for their products and
eventually the Applicant’s C-LMA.

21) Rebuttal against the use of a false admission by the Opposer, regarding eventual
Applicant knowledge of Opposer’s mark reputation and worldwide product quality.
# Opp Memo (pg-16, 3rd §)

On the third paragraph, page 16 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
….Applicant has also admitted that Opposer has a domestic and worldwide reputation for
producing and selling quality laryngeal masks under its LMA Marks. Opposer's Second Request
for Admissions at ~ 4”. [Evidence 1: Q 4, page 30]
-

APPLICANT HAS NEVER MADE THE ABOVE ADMISSION !!!!
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On the contrary. Applicant neither have admitted nor denied the above allegations, as
he does not have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief nor to judge the
present reputation and quality level of Opposer’s current products, or how successful is
the worldwide Opposer’s business nowadays. [Evidence 1: Q 4, page 30]

22) Rebuttal to Opposer’s allegations regarding the period when Applicant filed for its
C-LMA trademark. Evident territorial differences between past Opposer / Applicant
relationship and the present dispute.
# Opp Memo (pg-18, 3rd §)

On the third paragraph, page 18 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
….“Specifically, on July 8, 2004, less than two months before Applicant's Brazilian license
agreement with Opposer expired on September 1, 2004, Applicant filed a trademark application
for C-LMA, a mark which entirely encompassed his former licensor's LMA mark, without the
consent or knowledge of Opposer”
-

As previously explained, the application for the “C-LMA” trademark was filed only for the
US market, and exclusively to alternatively designate an Applicant’s already own
trademark (Combimask), filed in October 17, 2001 and made solely for its patented
airway device (US Patent No.: US 7,040,322 B2 May 9, 2006 which followed its former
Nov. 8, 2001 Provisional application No. 60/339,092 which absolutely have no
relationship, nor any participation from the Opposer on its concept or design. So, when
Applicant filed its proposed “C-LMA” trademark, there was not, whatsoever, any reason
why the Applicant should have made any contact, previous consultation or submited its
application to the Opposer scrutiny.

-

It is clear that the former relationship between the Opposer and Applicant Companies, is
an absolutely distinct situation from the present dispute!
The “C-LMA” trademark request was made in the USA, through the USPTO, for the US
market only.
The Applicant Company has distributed Opposer’s products exclusively in the territory
of Brazil from 1994 to 2004 and has never operated, nor marketed any “Opposer”
product in the USA. It seems that Opposer’s is perceptively trying to overlap a 7 year
finished business past situation that took place in a foreign country, with the present
time in the USA! It is clear that the past condition once held between Opposer and
Applicant, has absolutely nothing to do with the present dispute. This past relationship
seems to be opportunistically used by Opposer only with the intention to falsely imply to
the Applicant a premeditated “bad faith” intention against its client. This cannot prevail
and can only be interpreted as a dubious manoeuvre intended to distract the Board
attention from the facts.
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23) Applicant explanation on how the proposed mark was devised.
# Opp Memo (pg-18, 3rd §)

Following on the third paragraph, page 18 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
….“Applicant, with full knowledge of Opposer's LMA Marks, did not consider any alternate
marks, and did not engage the services of a third party to conduct an availability search or
investigation with respect to his proposed C-LMA mark. Opposer's First Request for Admissions
at ~ 10; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 10; Opposer's
Second Request for Admissions at ~ 6-7.”
-

The reference used by Opposer’s linked to “First Request for Admissions at ~ 10” does
not make any sense with the above statement context; [Evidence 1: Q 10, page 19]

-

Applicant DENIES the following Opposer’s affirmation: ….“Applicant, with full knowledge
of Opposer's LMA Marks, did not consider any alternate marks”. On contrary, Applicant
has chosen the proposed trademark “C-LMA” among other names, because at his
opinion, this was the one which was mnemonically, functionally and descriptive, better
fitted to be a short term used as a second choice for an already registered trademark
owned by the Applicant, known as “CombiMask”. [Evidence 1: Q 7, pages 31-32; Q 2,
page 42]

24) Applicant proposed mark filing and its past relation with Opposer.
# Opp Memo (pg-19, 2nd §)

On the second paragraph, page 19 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
….”Applicant filed an application to register a mark nearly identical to that of his licensor,
Opposer, before his license was even terminated.”
-

Applicant filled its application for the proposed “C-LMA” trademark in good faith,
choosing its letter and acronym combination, only as descriptive way for his airway
device. As explained previously, the Applicant license was for Brazil only and at the
time the trademark was filed in the USA (July 8, 2004), the business relationship
between the Applicant and Opposer has effectively ceased 5 month earlier (February
12, 2004 Opposer’s company, LMC, issued a notice of an “Early Termination of the
Distribution Agreement” with the Applicant company, MedTech.), despite the fact that
this Termination of the Distribution Agreement was only formalized on September 1,
2004. [Evidence 1: Q 1, pages 17-18; Q 6, pages 45-46]
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25) Rebuttal to Opposer’s allegation of eventual “Goodwill” gain by Applicant over
Opposer’s marks
# Opp Memo (pg-19, 2nd §)

…..” When these facts are assessed together, it is difficult to reach any other conclusion than
that Applicant intended to capitalize on the goodwill established in Opposer's LMA Marks or to
imply an affiliation between himself and Opposer when he selected his C-LMA trademark.”
-

It has never been this Applicant desire or intention to call to mind Opposer's LMA Mark
in the minds of consumers and potential consumers. It is clear that there is no likelihood
of confusion, mistake or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe simply by
the use of anatomical and device acronyms, that exists any common source to provide
the goods. Due the sophisticated and educated nature of target public for those
devices, it will be highly unlikely for eventual prospective purchasers of Applicant's
products, to associate Applicant's and Opposer's marks. [Evidence 1: Q 3, page 18; Q
28, page 26]

26) Rebuttal to Opposer’s allegation on a said Applicant “express” admission of actual
confusion from purchasers between the marks.
# Opp Memo (pg-19, 3rd §)

On the third paragraph, page 19 of its Memorandum, Opposer allegates:
….”Applicant has expressly admitted that "the use of the C-LMA mark on Applicant's Goods will
cause actual confusion among purchasers and potential purchasers of both Opposer's Goods
and Applicant's Goods." Opposer's Third Request for Admissions at ~ 7”.
-

APPLICANT HAS NEVER MADE THE ABOVE ADMISSIONS !!!!

-

On the contrary, Applicant has already affirmatively alleged in preceding paragraphs,
that due to distinct functional characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods,
it is highly unlikely to occur confusion among sophisticated and well informed
purchasers and consumers, regarding products provided by one or another supplier.

-

Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake or
deception among purchasers and consumers to mistakenly believe, simply by the use
of anatomical and device acronyms, that might be any common source between
Applicant’s and Opposer’s to provide these goods.

-

Due the sophisticated and educated nature of target public for those devices, it will be
highly unlikely for prospective purchasers of Applicant's products, to eventually
associate Applicant's and Opposer's marks. [Evidence 1: Q 7, page 38; Q 3, page
18; Q 28, page 26]
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IV. DISCUSSION:
It is known that the purpose of a summary judgment is judicial economy, that is, to avoid
an unnecessary trial where there is no genuine issue of material fact and more evidence than is
already available in connection with the summary judgment motion could not reasonably be
expected to change the result in the case. If there's nothing for the jury to decide, then, the
moving party asks rhetorically, why have a trial?
This is not the present situation, were on the contrary, there is much for the jury to
analyze and to decide!
A summary judgment should not occur when there still a reasonable uncertainty of
facts, which cannot be left unresolved, or the result of the case might not be accurate or fair.
On this process, Applicant has shown that there is substantial evidence that a dispute of
material facts exists, as pointed on its extensive rebuttal of Opposer’s Memorandum.
Among those, one that is most evident, is the Opposer’s expediently use of legal
technicalities and opportune distortion of known admissions, which were conveniently omitted
and presented during this process “as deemed true”..
In response, a motion (ttabvue-91191601-OPP-22.pdf) was filed in 12/10/2010 within
USPTO, with a formal APPLICANT’S opposition against OPPOSER’S motion for deem
admission and acceptance of this Opposer's Third Request for Admissions.
The outcome of this Applicant’s motion, could result on substantial evidence of a
disputable “material fact”, that would entirely disarm the present Opposer “Memorandum”, by
making false, several previous allegations which were only based on “deem admissions”.
This disputable material fact could entirely change the outcome of this process and a
“Summary judgment” may not, in the best way, deal with thosw still disputable evidences
without prejudice for the Applicant.
Also, Opposer, on its Memorandum (Opp Memo), has made certain light affirmations
which still need to be properly addressed, for instance, when Opposer said on existing
“insignificant distinctions between the parties current products” stated on (# Opp Memo (pg-9,
4th §) leading to the conclusion that Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods are “legally identical”.
If Opposer could provide evidence that Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods are really
“identical”, the result of this dispute could be one, but otherwise, if Opposer could not back his
words, Board might take proper legal action against Opposer on the grounds of “bad faith” and
for making false statement to mislead examiners with the intention to gain advantages. This
report could be used also as a genuine issue of material fact, what could certainly have
influence on the outcome of this opposition. This certainly speaks against a summary judgment,
as for this one to be entitled, all evidences and facts must be reasonably well defined.
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One can conclude based on what has already been exposed, that there are still reasonable
doubts on this process. Justice will certainly be better served is this case, by a trial, instead of a
summary judgment.

V. CONCLUSION:

For aforesaid reasons, Applicant respectfully requests that Opposer’s motion for a summary
judgment be denied and for this process to keep its flow through the normal legal channels.

Respectfully submitted,
/aofortuna/
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Date: December 16, 2010.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK

)

COMPANY LTD.

)

Opposition No. 91191601

)
Opposer,

)

v.

)
)

ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

)
)

Applicant.
____________________________________

)
)

DISCOVERY PROCEDURES: Applicant’s FULL anwers to Notice of
Opposition and all Opposer’s questionnaires

The following is an update made to the UNITED STATES PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD to
formally present to this Board, the actual status on the Applicant’s efforts to comply
with the Opposer’s representatives requests on the DISCOVERY PROCEDURES.

1

Since September 29, 2009 this Applicant was submitted to 78 questions made
by the Opposer’s lawyers team and have thoughtfully answered to all of them at the
best of his possibilities. Those questions were divided between:

1) Applicant's Answer to Notice of Opposition (20)

pages: 3-15

2) Opposer's Request for Admissions:
# first (28)
# second (7)
# third (7) (*)

pages: 16-27
pages: 28-33
pages: 34-39

3) Opposer's Request for Interrogatories (12)

pages: 40-50

4) Opposer's Request for Production of Documents (4)

pages: 51-55

(*) The third request for admissions was untimely served to Opposer three
days late. Applicant has respectfully made a motion, requesting to this Board, that his
answer to Opposer’s 3rd request for admissions could be accepted in the process and
it’s simply deem admission and acceptance, as demanded by the Opposer lawyers,
denied. Motion filed on 10/12/2010 (ttabvue-91191601-OPP-22.pdf) and is presently
waiting for the Board analysis.
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1)
APPLICANT’S ANSWERS TO NOTICE OF OPPOSITION MADE BY
OPPOSER:

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK

)

COMPANY LTD.

)

Opposition No. 91191601

)
Opposer,
v.

)
)
)

ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

)
)

Applicant.
____________________________________

)
)

ANSWER TO NOTICE OF OPPOSITION

The following is the ANSWER of Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a
physician resident in Brazil, who has applied for the registration of the “C-LMA” word
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mark as shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"), filed July 8,
2004 and now is respectfully defending his proposed trademark at this Trademark and
Appeal Board, against Opposition made by The Laryngeal Mask Company, LTD
(“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in the Notice of Opposition as follows:
Opposer’s allegations reproduced below for the sake of clarity:
1.
Applicant seeks to register C-LMA for "medical device used to ventilate
patients, namely, a supraglotic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal tube"
in Class 10.
2.
Opposer, through its related companies and predecessors in interest in
title, is, and has been for many years, engaged in the development, manufacture and
sale of laryngeal masks and has built a successful business in connection therewith.
3.
Opposer has used, and continues to use, the mark LMA and has used
the mark continuously in commerce in connection with laryngeal masks since at least as
early as December 11, 1992.
4.
Opposer is the owner of, among other United States trademark
applications and registrations, the following trademark registrations for marks
comprising or containing the mark LMA for laryngeal mask on the Principal Register
(the "LMA Marks"):
Mark

Registration

LMA

Number
2,506,914

Filing Date

Registration Date

First Use Datel

Status

February 7,2001
September
15,1992

November 13,2001
September
13, 1994

December 11, 1992
December 11,
1992

Incontestable

LMA &
Design

1,854,088

Incontestable

LMAUNIQUE

2,133,294

June 12,
1996

January 27,
1998

June 27,1997

Incontestable

LMAFASTRACH

2,173,557

June 12,
1996

July 14,
1998

March 5, 1998

Incontestable

LMACLASSIC

2,220,745

June 12,
1996

January 26,
1999

February 23,
1998

Incontestable

LMAPROSEAL

2,518,267

August
20, 1999

December
11,2001

August 15,2000

Incontestable

LMA
CTRACH

3,234,339

June 29,
2004

April 24,
2007

November 29,
2004

Registered
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5.
The registrations of the LMA Marks are valid, subsisting, unrevoked
and uncancelled. The respective marks were first used in U.S. commerce at least as
early as the dates listed.
6.
Based on its longstanding, continuous and widespread use of its
LMA Marks, Opposer has established enormous goodwill in its LMA Marks and the
LMA Marks have become well and favorably recognized by the relevant trade and
public as identifying the laryngeal masks of Opposer.
7.
The Application was filed by Applicant on July 8, 2004 based on an
alleged intent to use the Mark in commerce.
8.
The filing dates of the LMA Marks predate Applicant's filing date for
the Application.
9.
Upon information and belief, Applicant has not yet used the Mark in
United States commerce in connection with the goods identified in the Application.
10.
Applicant's mark C-LMA, as applied to the goods set forth in the
Application, is nearly identical in overall commercial impression, appearance and
sound to the LMA Marks, such that the use of C-LMA is likely to cause confusion,
mistake and/or deception.
11.
The addition of the letter "C" in Applicant's mark does not serve to
distinguish Applicant's Mark from Opposer's LMA Marks.
12.
Applicant's goods are identical to the goods identified in the
registrations for the LMA Marks, namely, laryngeal masks.
13.
Applicant's laryngeal masks would likely be offered through the
usual channels of trade customary for goods of this type and, as such, would be
offered through the same or overlapping channels of trade as Opposer's laryngeal
masks.
14.
Applicant's laryngeal masks would likely be offered to the usual
consumers that are customary for goods of this type and, as such would be targeted
to the same consumers as the Opposer's laryngeal masks.
15.
Upon seeing Applicant's Mark, consumers are likely to believe in
error that Applicant's laryngeal masks are offered in association with the LMA
Marks, or under license from Opposer, that Opposer and Applicant are affiliated, or
that Applicant's goods are sold as part of Opposer's family of LMA products.
16.
If Applicant is permitted to register C-LMA for the goods set forth in
the Application, confusion of the trade and public is likely to occur, such confusion
resulting in damage and injury to Opposer.
17.
Any defect in, objection to or fault found with Applicant's goods
would injure the reputation that Opposer has established for the goods and services
provided under the LMA Marks.
18.
Upon information and belief, Applicant distributed laryngeal masks
manufactured by Opposer, or by Opposer's related companies and predecessors in
interest in title, in Brazil prior to filing the Application.
19.
Upon information and belief, through Applicant's distribution of
Opposer's laryngeal masks in Brazil, Applicant was aware of Opposer and
Opposer's LMA Marks at the time Opposer filed the Application.
20.
Upon information and belief, Applicant filed the application to
register the mark C-LMA mark in bad faith to capitalize on the goodwill Opposer
has established in its LMA Marks.
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1.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 1.

2.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 2, but does not have

sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief or, to judge how successful is the
Opposer’s business.
3.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 3.

4.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 4 of the Notice of

Opposition, thereof to the extent the records of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board substantiate the facts claimed.
5.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 5, thereof to the extent the

records of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board substantiate the facts claimed.
6.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 6, although with a remark

that the acronym “LMA” is now widely and commonly used in medicine to define any
type of “laryngeal mask” artificial airway device, not necessary the ones specifically
made by the Opposer. The acronym “LMA” is also used in many medical and scientific
publications as a short world to designate and describe the use of a “laryngeal mask”
as an airway. There are several dozens of different laryngeal mask manufactures
around the word, and many of them, established and distributing their laryngeal masks
in the US.
7.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 7.

8.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 8.

9.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 9.

10.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 10.

Applicant affirmatively alleges that Opposer's marks and Applicant's proposed
trademark are not nearly identical in overall commercial impression, appearance,
sound and spelling, and thereof is highly unlikely to occurs any confusion mistake
and/or deception between the Opposer’s marks and the Applicant’s proposed mark.
Upon information and belief, the Opposer uses the acronym “LMA” always as a prefix
on all its composed trademarks. On the contrary, the Applicant’s proposed trademark
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uses the acronym “LMA” only as a suffix, and exclusively to describe the laryngeal
mask airway approach used on its patented device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) to which “C-LMA” is
related to, as a “Combined - laryngeal mask airway”.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion,
mistake or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe by the use of anatomical
and device acronyms, that there might be any common source to provide the goods.
Those products are directed to distinguish, selected and highly specialized public, that
can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't likely,
as a matter of logic, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought is also
highly unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the
Applicant’s proposed mark.
11.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 11.

Applicant affirmatively alleges that although his proposed trademark “C-LMA”
starts with only one letter, the "C", which is followed by a trace (-) and other three
letters, the "L" the "M" and the "A", joined together as "LMA", it is this first letter “C”
the dominant part, as it expresses an initial of, and the desired mnemonic link for the
Applicant’s patented device (COMBINATION Artificial Airway Device and Esophageal
Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as “CombiMask”

(US serial

78/088850 and 77/367183), The remaining sequence is just to refer and to describe its
medical use as an airway device.
There can not be any different commercial impression created by Applicant's
proposed mark as the one expressed above. Also, the proposed trademark "C-LMA" is
clearly differentiated from others belonging to Opposer, by having its mark beginning
with the letter "C" immediately linked by a trace to the segment "LMA" that follows.
This is undoubtedly in opposition of ALL other Opposer’s trademarks that eventually
uses "LMA" as part of their marks. In those cases, the letter sequence "LMA" is always
situated in the beginning of those names.

12.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 12.

Applicant affirmatively denies that the Applicant's goods are identical to the
goods identified in the registrations for the “LMA Marks”. Accordingly to the public
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records at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board, the Opposer’s Goods/Services Class 010 for trademark “LMA Mark”, Serial No.
74/313868, Reg. No. 1,854,088 is described generically as a whole, as “laryngeal
masks”. What is thereby, significantly different from the Goods/Services Class 010 of
Applicant's proposed trademark: “C-LMA”, serial No.: 78/448067, which is specifically
described as:

“Medical device used to ventilate patients, namely, a supraglottic

laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal tube, in International Class 10”.
13.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 13.

Applicant further affirmatively alleges that its ”Combined Laryngeal Mask
Airway” device, as an option for airway management, would likely be offered through
the usual channels of trade customary for goods of this type and, as such, would be
offered through the same or overlapping channels of trade as any other maker of
laryngeal masks, including the Opposer's laryngeal masks. Although both products are
devised to airway management, there are clearly functional and design characteristics
that would differentiate these products from one to another. Also the consumers for
those laryngeal mask airway products are sophisticated and educated, being
physicians, nurses and EMT staff, all with training and knowledge to proper
differentiate and choose among different airway devices and aren't likely, as a matter of
logic, to be confused.
The final users of those devices, by their professional requirements, training
and responsibilities, knows very well the different airway devices available from the
several suppliers, including among those, the ones made by the Opposer and
Applicant’s, so, the final consumer of any airway device based on a laryngeal mask
airway, can not be in any way, compared to the average public that would buy by
impulse.
14.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 14.

15.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 15.

Applicant affirmatively alleges that its proposed trademark does not falsely
suggest a connection with Opposer's mark. Further that, there is no likelihood of
dilution by blurring because Opposer's and Applicant's marks are not sufficiently
similar; there are, upon information and belief, numerous uses and registrations of third
party marks with the "LMA" formative. Applicant has not intended any association with
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Opposer's marks.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion,
mistake or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe by the use of anatomical
and device acronyms, that there is any common source to provide the goods. Those
products are directed to distinguish, selected and highly specialized public, that can
certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't likely, as
a matter of logic, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought is also highly
unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the Applicant’s
proposed mark. Upon information and belief, the Opposer uses the acronym “LMA”
always as a prefix on all its composed trademarks. On the contrary, the Applicant’s
proposed trademark uses the acronym “LMA” only as a suffix, and exclusively to define
and describe the laryngeal mask airway approach used to ventilate a patient by its
patented device (Combination Artificial Airway Device and Esophageal Obturator - US
patent 7,040,322 B2) to which “C-LMA” is related to, as a “Combined - laryngeal mask
airway”.
16.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 16.

Applicant affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake or
deception among consumers to mistakenly believe by the use of anatomical and device
acronyms, that there is any common source to provide the goods. Due the
sophisticated and educated nature of target public for those devices, it will be highly
unlikely for prospective purchasers of Applicant's products, to associate Applicant's and
Opposer's marks. Thereof, no injury or damage could occur to the Opposer.
17.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 17.

As Applicant has already affirmatively alleged in preceding paragraphs, due to
distinct characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods and trademarks, it is
highly unlikely to occur confusion among sophisticated and well informed consumers,
regarding goods and services provided by one or another supplier. Thereof, it will be
also highly unlikely that any damage to Opposer’s reputation could arise as a reflex
from any eventual fault, defect or objection that might occurs on Applicant’s goods.
18.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 18.
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19.

Answering paragraph 19 of the Notice of Opposition, Applicant does not

have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the allegations contained
therein and accordingly denies the allegations.
20.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 20.

Applicant affirmatively denies any intention of “bad faith” to capitalize on the
Opposer’s eventual goodwill by requesting this trademark, and absolutely no intention
to generate any type of conflict or misinterpretation, what was clearly exposed since
the beginning of Applicant’s trademark file, and later, by all office action
correspondence. This entire process is public and can be fully visualised at all times at
the USPTO website.

So due to the explanations and facts already exposed, any

allegation of “bad faith” by the Opposer can not prevail and could only be interpreted as
a dubious manoeuvre intended to disqualify the Applicant.
On a

RESPONSE TO FIRST OFFICE ACTION mailed on 2/14/2005, the

Opposer’s main trademarks with "LMA" as part of their marks, LMA (1854088), LMAUNIQUE (2133294), LMA-FASTRACH (2173557), LMA-FLEXIBLE (2187405), LMACLASSIC (2220745), LMA (2506914), and LMA-PROSEAL (2518267), were fully
disclaimed on item 3, when compared to the Applicant’s proposed trademark.
On a RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION issued on 9/16/2008, again, the
Opposer’s

“LMA Mark” were thoroughly confronted with Applicant’s proposed

trademark “C-LMA” in 16 questions formulated by the USPTO designated Examining
Attorney before being published for opposition.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the suffix acronym “LMA” is
used in good faith by the Applicant’s only as part of its proposed trademark “C-LMA”,
in its ordinary descriptive sense, seeking merely to describe its goods accurately, what
should prevails over exclusivity claims of Opposer’s mark.
In addition, Applicant sets forth the following affirmative defenses and
statements in support of its position:
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the acronym “LMA”, is already well
diluted in commerce as upon information and belief, it is been used in many other
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activities besides the medical industry.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of dilution by
blurring because Opposer's and Applicant's marks are not sufficiently similar; there are,
upon information and belief, numerous uses and registrations of third party marks with
the same "LMA" formative, as a quick search at the Internet will promptly reveal. The
website “http://www.acronymfinder.com” has returned 33 possible meanings for “LMA”.
At the same time, it was found 64 entries regarding “LMA” at the USPTO Trademark
Electronic Search System (TESS)”

http://www.uspto.gov/main/trademarks.htm“

updated in 09/19/2009.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges based on the public records at the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, that the
Opposer’s registry of the “LMA” trademark (Reg. No. 1,854,088) in Sep. 13, 1994
made the “Intavent International S.A. – Panama”, clearly disclaims the following: NO
CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “LMA”, APART FROM THE
MARK AS SHOWN.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark, “C-LMA”
has no meaning or significance in the relevant fields, except as trademark significance.
That is, there are no goods known generically as “C-LMAs” or “CLMAs” and that the
term “C-LMA” points uniquely to the applicant’s goods. A statement was placed in the
record that the mark has no meaning or significance, except for trademark significance.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark “C-LMA”
was chosen in bona fide without any intention to create any type of embarrassment to
anyone, particularly to the Opposer. The proposed trademark “C-LMA” was devised
only to be a short name or acronym for "Combined Laryngeal Mask Airway” – which
expresses the contraction of "Combined (device) + (laryngeal) Mask" and the
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association with its medical and functional uses, as an "artificial airway" to ventilate
patients, as defined in its

Goods and Services -

as a

“Medical device used to

ventilate patients, namely, a supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed
esophageal tube, in International Class 10", which namely and functionally, describes
one Applicant’s previously patented medical device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2). Also, used as a short
name option to another Applicant’s already registered trademark, namely "CombiMask"
(US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), initially filed in October 17, 2001 and later again
in January 9, 2008.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark “C-LMA” is
used as short name or acronym, were the letter “C” followed by a trace (-), stands for
“Combined”, in "Combined / Combination Laryngeal Mask Airway, and the letters
sequence "LMA" which stands for “laryngeal mask airway", to purely mnemonically
describe a functional characteristic and the method used by this airway device to
provide patient ventilation. The acronym LMA refers to "laryngeal mask” + “airway" and
is used only on its pure medical and anatomical means, that is the "Larynx" – were “L”
for "Laryngeal" (means related a human larynx in the anatomical sense - MerrianWebster's Medical Dictionary) and ”M” for "Mask" as one of the main components of
the Applicant’s patented medical device

(Combination Artificial Airway Device and

Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as “CombiMask”
(US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183) in which “Mask” stands for a small supraglottic
mask that will sit on top of an anatomical larynx structure, and

“A” for "Airway"

(defined as ”a passageway for air into or out of the lungs” - Merrian-Webster's Medical
Dictionary), to define the ultimate function of this medical device, that is to provide an
useable airway to ventilate a patient. There is no claim made on the exclusive use of
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the "LMA" letters combination alone.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that in the proposed trademark “C-LMA”,
the suffix "LMA" after the “C” and a trace (-), is used only in a fair descriptive sense,
as a simple letters acronym, meaning “laryngeal mask + airway", which closely
describes the manner by which the Applicant’s patented device (Combination Artificial
Airway Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated
as “CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), uses to ventilate a patient.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that in the proposed trademark “C-LMA”,
the suffix "LMA" after the “C” and a trace (-), is used only in a fair descriptive sense,
as a textual simple letters acronym standing for “laryngeal mask + airway" only, and
contrary to Opposer’s mark, is not stylized or have any design letter form as the
Opposer’s LMA marks, as shown in Reg. No. 1,854,088 – SN 74/313,868.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the Opposer has undoubtedly
confirmed the fair descriptive use of the term “laryngeal masks” when Opposer used
this term in paragraphs No.: 1, 13 and 14, of the Notice of Opposition No. 91191601
(08/21/2009) to specifically define the Applicant’s goods, which indeed is an artificial
“airway” that uses, as many manufacturers today also does, a “laryngeal mask”
approach as a way to ventilate a patient, as previously described by the suffix acronym
“LMA”, standing only for “laryngeal mask + airway" in Applicant’s proposed trademark
“C-LMA”.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the suffix acronym “LMA” is used in
good faith by the Applicant’s only as part of its proposed trademark “C-LMA”, in its
ordinary descriptive sense, seeking merely to describe its goods accurately, what
should prevails over exclusivity claims of Opposer’s mark.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that its goods, say the Applicant’s
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patented device (Combination Artificial Airway Device and Esophageal Obturator - US
patent 7,040,322 B2) could not be readily identifiable without use of the proposed
trademark “C-LMA”, which the acronym LMA used as suffix, is much and reasonably
necessary to help identify this product.
WHEREFORE, Applicant respectfully requests that the Notice of Opposition be
dismissed and that Applicant’s mark allowed to proceed to registration.

Respectfully submitted,
/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: September 29, 2009

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to Notice of Opposition with Affirmative Defenses was served upon
Opposer’s by depositing a copy of the same on September 29, 2009 at the
Brazilian Postal Office, via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid,
addressed to Counsel for Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA
/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK

)

COMPANY LTD.

)

Opposition No. 91191601

)
Opposer,

)

v.

)
)

ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

)
)

Applicant.
____________________________________

)
)

ANSWER TO NOTICE OF OPPOSITION

Exhibits A,B,C and D are listed in the original file and hereby, for the sake of space
and clarity, were not duplicated.
Reference: xxxxxxxxx
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2)
APPLICANT’S ANSWERS TO ALL 3 REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
MADE BY OPPOSER:

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK

)

COMPANY LTD.

)

Opposition No. 91191601

)
Opposer,

)

v.

)
)

ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

)
)

Applicant.
____________________________________

)
)

ANSWER TO OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD.,
FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL DE
OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
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The following is the ANSWER from the Applicant to OPPOSER’S FIRST
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS made by Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a
physician resident in Brazil, who has applied for the registration in the US of the “CLMA” word mark as shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"),
filed July 8, 2004 and now is respectfully defending his proposed trademark within this
Trademark and Appeal Board, against Opposition made by The Laryngeal Mask
Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in this FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS as follows:

1.

Medtech is a former Brazilian distributor of Opposer's laryngeal masks sold

under the mark "LMA."
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 1.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the company “Medtech” is not the Brazilian
distributor of Opposer's laryngeal masks sold under the mark "LMA”. Otherwise,
Medtech was the Brazilian distributor of Opposer's former company (Intavent –
Cyprus) only for its “laryngeal masks range of products” and only in the territory of
Brazil, between April 1st of 1994 and September 1st of 2004, when an Advance
Termination of Distribution Agreement has amicably terminated this original
agreement between Medtech and the Opposer’s actual company LMC (Laryngeal
Mask Company). It is worth to state that, on the Agreement signed between the
Applicant and the Opposer’s previous company (Intavent –Cyprus),

the

wording “LMA” as now being an Opposer’s mark, was never mentioned.
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Only on a later period and after the Agreement between the Opposer's former
company (Intavent–Cyprus) and Medtech, was that the “LMA” wording began to
appear.

2.

At the time Medtech was a distributor of Opposer's "LMA" products in Brazil,

Applicant was affiliated with or employed by Medtech.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 2.

3.

Applicant sought to distribute Opposer's laryngeal masks through Medtech because

Applicant knew of Opposer's reputation for manufacturing quality laryngeal masks.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 3.
On the contrary. Applicant’s first contact with the now Opposer’s laryngeal masks was
in the late eighties, introduced by its inventor Dr. Archie Brain. Dr. Brain has then
proposed to his friend and colleague, Dr. Armando Fortuna (father of the Applicant
and at that time, owner of a long standing and good reputation medical company in
Brazil), to be his local representative for a “new airway product” that he has just
developed. At that time, Dr. Brain’s said “laryngeal masks” were virtually unknown to
the world medical community and its commercial production was very incipient.

4.

Applicant was aware of Opposer's LMA Marks and Opposer's use thereof at the time

Applicant filed his application for the C-LMA Mark (Ser. No. 78/448,067).
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 4.

5.

Applicant did not conduct a trademark search prior to filing his application for C-LMA

(Ser. No. 78/448,067).
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 5.
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6.

Opposer's LMA Marks are well-known trademarks within the medical field for

laryngeal masks.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 6.

7.

Opposer is the largest manufacturer of laryngeal masks for the U.S. market.

Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 7, as he does not
have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief or, to judge how successful is
the Opposer’s business.

8.

Opposer's laryngeal masks sold under the LMA Mark constitute approximately 87% of

the U.S. market.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 7, as he does not
have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief or, to judge how successful is
the Opposer’s business.

9.

Opposer's sales of laryngeal masks under the LMA Marks in 2009 totaled $54,561,320.

Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 7, as he does not
have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief or, to judge how successful is
the Opposer’s business.

10.

Applicant knew at the time he filed his application for C-LMA (Ser. No. 78/448,067)

that Opposer's LMA mark was a well-known mark for laryngeal masks within the medical field.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 10.

11.

Opposer has a reputation for marketing quality laryngeal masks in connection with its

LMA Marks in the U.S.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 11, as he does not
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have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief or, to judge how successful is
the Opposer’s business.

12.

Opposer has a reputation for marketing quality laryngeal masks in connection with its

LMA Marks worldwide.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 12, as he does not
have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief or, to judge how successful is
the Opposer’s business.

13.

Applicant knows of no persons or entities, other than Opposer and persons licensed

by Opposer, currently manufacturing laryngeal masks in connection with a trademark
consisting of or incorporating "LMA" in the U.S.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 13.

14.

Applicant knows of no persons or entities, other than Opposer, currently selling

laryngeal masks in connection with the mark "LMA" in the U.S.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 14.

15.

Applicant knows of no persons or entities, other than Opposer, applying to register or

owning a registration for any marks incorporating "LMA" in connection with laryngeal masks
in the U.S.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 15.

16.

Laryngeal masks affixed with the mark "LMA" indicate that the laryngeal masks

originate from Opposer.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 16, as he does not
have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief.
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17.

Applicant intends to market laryngeal masks in connection with the C-LMA Mark in

the U.S.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 17.
Applicant affirmatively alleges on what have been well exposed in several issues of
this Opposition process and was repeatedly said, is that the C-LMA Mark is to be used
only in connection with the Applicant’s patented good (COMBINATION Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) say “CombiMask”, which
is a supraglottic airway device combined with an esophageal obturator.
This is further clarified by the public records at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, were the Opposer’s Goods/Services Class
010 for trademark “LMA Mark”, Serial No. 74/313868, Reg. No. 1,854,088 is described
generically as a whole, as “laryngeal masks”. What is thereby, significantly different
from the Goods/Services Class 010 of Applicant's proposed trademark: “C-LMA”,
serial No.: 78/448067, which is specifically described as: “Medical device used to
ventilate patients, namely, a supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed
esophageal tube, in International Class 10”.

18.

Applicant's Goods are encompassed within the description "laryngeal masks."

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 18.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the Applicant’s patented good (COMBINATION
Artificial Airway Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) say the
“CombiMask”, is a supraglottic airway device combined with an esophageal obturator
which cannot be simply classified within the general description of a “laryngeal mask”.
The Applicant’s patented good is a more complex device, with its own distinct and
particular characteristics, among those, there is a special designed supraglottic
inflatable mask for its pneumatic seal within the peri-laryngeal structures. Only this part
of the device, as a special designed supraglottic inflatable mask, is the one which rests
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on or over the laryngeal structures, and could functionally be also called “a laryngeal
mask” in the sense to purely define its final anatomical positioning i.e.: a mask resting
on, or covering the human larynx.

19.

Applicant intends to market Applicant's Goods through the same channels of trade as

those used in connection with goods on which Opposer uses the LMA Mark.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 19.
The Applicant’s proposed good, namely ”CombiMask” - a ”Combined Laryngeal Mask
Airway” device, as an option for airway management, like many others in the market,
would likely be offered through the usual channels of trade customary for goods of this
type, and as such, would be offered through the same specialized channels of trade
for those goods, as any other maker of such devices.
The Applicant’s proposed good, it is likely to be offered to, and used by well trained
and differentiated consumers, which are undoubtedly sophisticated and educated,
being among them physicians, nurses and EMT staff, all with an adequate training and
knowledge, to proper differentiate and choose among different existing airway devices
in the market.

20.

Applicant's Goods will be marketed to the same class of purchasers as those

who purchase the goods on which Opposer uses the mark LMA, namely, hospitals
and medical professionals.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 20.

21.

Applicant intends to distribute products under the C-LMA Mark which will compete

with products Opposer offers under the LMA Mark.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 21.
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22.

Applicant intends to distribute products under the C-LMA Mark to hospitals.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 22.

23.

Applicant intends to distribute products under the C-LMA Mark to doctors.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 23.

24.

Applicant intends to distribute products under the C-LMA Mark to clinics.

Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 24.

25.

A likelihood of confusion exists between Opposer's LMA Marks and Applicant's C-LMA

Mark.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 25;
Applicant affirmatively alleges that Opposer's marks and Applicant's proposed
trademark are not nearly identical in overall commercial impression, appearance,
sound and spelling, and thereof is highly unlikely to occur any confusion, mistake
and/or deception between the Opposer’s marks and the Applicant’s proposed mark.
Upon information and belief, the Opposer uses the acronym “LMA” always as a prefix
on all its composed trademarks. On the contrary, the Applicant’s proposed trademark
uses the acronym “LMA” only as a suffix, and exclusively to describe the laryngeal
mask airway approach used on its patented device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) to which “C-LMA” is
related to, as a “Combined - laryngeal mask airway”.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake
or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe by the use of anatomical and
device acronyms, that there might be any common source to provide the goods.
Those products are directed to distinguished, selected and highly specialized public,
that can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't
likely, as a matter of expertize, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought
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is also highly unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the
Applicant’s proposed mark.

26.

A likelihood of confusion exists between Opposer's mark "LMA" and Applicant's C-

LMA Mark.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 26
Applicant affirmatively alleges that Opposer's marks and Applicant's proposed
trademark are not nearly identical in overall commercial impression, appearance,
sound and spelling, and thereof it is highly unlikely to occur any confusion mistake
and/or deception between the Opposer’s “LMA” mark and the Applicant’s proposed
mark.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake
or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe, by the use of anatomical and
device acronyms, that there might be any common source to provide the goods.
Those products are directed to distinguish, selected and highly specialized public, that
can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't
likely, as a matter of logic, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought is
also highly unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the
Applicant’s proposed mark.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark “C-LMA” was
chosen in bona fide without any intention to create any type of embarrassment to
anyone, particularly to the Opposer. The proposed trademark “C-LMA” was devised
only to be a short name or acronym for "Combined Laryngeal Mask Airway” – which
expresses the contraction of "Combined (device) + (laryngeal) Mask" and the
association with its medical and functional uses, as an "artificial airway" to ventilate
patients, as defined in its Goods and Services - as a “Medical device used to
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ventilate patients, namely, a supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed
esophageal tube, in International Class 10".
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark “C-LMA” is used
as short name or acronym, were the letter “C” followed by a trace (-), stands for
“Combined”, in "Combined / Combination Laryngeal Mask Airway, and the letters
sequence "LMA" which stands for “laryngeal mask airway", to purely mnemonically
describe a functional characteristic and the method used by this airway device to
provide patient ventilation. The acronym LMA refers to "laryngeal mask” + “airway" and
is used only on its pure medical and anatomical means, that is the "Larynx" – were “L”
for "Laryngeal" (means related a human larynx in the anatomical sense - MerrianWebster's Medical Dictionary) and ”M” for "Mask" as one of the main components of
the Applicant’s patented medical device (Combination Artificial Airway Device and
Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as “CombiMask”
(US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183) in which “Mask” stands for a small supraglottic
mask that will sit on top of an anatomical larynx structure, and

“A” for "Airway"

(defined as ”a passageway for air into or out of the lungs” - Merrian-Webster's Medical
Dictionary), to define the ultimate function of this medical device, that is to provide an
useable airway to ventilate a patient. There is no claim made on the exclusive use of
the "LMA" letters combination alone.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that in the proposed trademark “C-LMA”, the
suffix "LMA" after the “C” and a trace (-), is used only in a fair descriptive sense, as a
simple letters acronym, meaning “laryngeal mask + airway", which closely describes
the manner by which the Applicant’s patented device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as
“CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), uses to ventilate a patient.
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27.

Because Opposer has offered and promoted its products sold under the LMA Marks

for many years and those products are used in most U.S. hospitals, it is likely that doctors,
nurses, and other health care professionals will assume that Opposer is the producer of any
product offered under the C-LMA Mark.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 27.
As Applicant has already affirmatively alleged in preceding paragraphs, due to distinct
characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods and trademarks, it is highly
unlikely to occur confusion among sophisticated and well informed consumers,
regarding goods and services provided by one or another supplier.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake
or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe, by the use of anatomical and
device acronyms, that there might be any common source to provide the goods.
Those products are directed to distinguished, selected and highly specialized public,
that can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't
likely, as a matter of expertise and common sense to be confused on the origin of the
different goods.

28.

In choosing the C-LMA Mark, Applicant intended to call to mind Opposer's LMA Mark

in the minds of consumers and potential consumers.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 28.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that he has never intended to call to mind Opposer's
LMA Mark in the minds of consumers and potential consumers. There is no likelihood
of confusion, mistake or deception among consumers to mistakenly believe simply by
the use of anatomical and device acronyms, that exists any common source to
provide the goods. Due the sophisticated and educated nature of target public for
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those devices, it will be highly unlikely for prospective purchasers of Applicant's
products, to associate Applicant's and Opposer's marks.
Respectfully submitted,
/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: March 10, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., FIRST
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA
FORTUNA was deposited on March 10, 2010 within the Brazilian Postal Office,
via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Counsel for
Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer at the same time, via electronic mail to the
following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
mmurphy@foley.com”;
March 10, 2010
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK
)
COMPANY LTD.
)
)
Opposer,
)
v.
)
)
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
)
)
Applicant.
)
____________________________________ )

Opposition No. 91191601

ANSWER TO OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY
LTD., SECOND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

The following is the ANSWER from the Applicant to OPPOSER’S SECOND
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS made by Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a
physician resident in Brazil, who has applied for the registration in the US of the “CLMA” word mark as shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"),
filed July 8, 2004 and now is respectfully defending his proposed trademark within this
Trademark and Appeal Board, against Opposition made by The Laryngeal Mask
Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in this SECOND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS as follows:
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
1.

All documents and things that Applicant has produced under Rule 34 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in this proceeding are authentic and may be relied
upon by Opposer as evidence.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 1

2.

Medtech distributed laryngeal masks under the trademark "LMA" in Brazil

prior to September 2004, when its distribution agreement with Intavent-Cyprus,
Opposer's predecessor in interest, terminated.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 2, as he
does not have sufficient knowledge or information, to form a belief regarding any
Opposer’s eventual trademark situation on that particular time period.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the laryngeal mask airways which were
initially distributed in Brazil following its Intavent-Cyprus agreement, had the name
“Intavent” printed on it and only on a later period, the “LMA” wording began to
appear on the products, together with the name “Laryngeal Mask Company
Limited” and “LMA International Services Limited”.

3.

Medtech distributed laryngeal masks under the LMA Marks in Brazil prior to

September 2004, when its distribution agreement with Intavent-Cyprus, Opposer's
predecessor in interest, terminated.
Applicant partially admits the allegations of paragraph 3.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the laryngeal mask airways which were
initially distributed in Brazil following its Intavent-Cyprus agreement, had the name
“Intavent” printed on it and only on a later period, the “LMA” wording began to
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appear on the products together, with the name “Laryngeal Mask Company
Limited” and “LMA International Services Limited”.

4.

Based on Applicant's understanding of Opposer's reputation, Opposer has a

worldwide reputation for producing and selling quality laryngeal masks under its LMA
Marks.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 4, as he does

2.

not have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief nor to judge the present
reputation and quality level of Opposer’s current products, or how successful is the
worldwide Opposer’s business nowadays.

5.

Based on Applicant's understanding of Opposer's reputation, Opposer has a

reputation in the United States for producing and selling quality laryngeal masks under
its LMA Marks.
Applicant neither admits nor denies the allegations of paragraph 5, as he does

3.

not have sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief nor to judge the present
reputation and quality level of Opposer’s current products, or how successful is the
Opposer’s business nowadays in the USA.

6.

Applicant did not consult with or use the services of a third party to conduct an

availability search or investigation with respect to its proposed C-LMA mark.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 6.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that he has chosen the proposed trademark “CLMA” among other names, because at his opinion, this was the one which was
mnemonically, functionally and descriptive, better fitted to be a short term used as a
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second choice for an already registered trademark owned by the Applicant, known as
“CombiMask”.

7.

In making his decision to apply for the C-LMA mark, Applicant considered no

other alternative marks.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 7.
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark “C-LMA” was
chosen among other alternative possible marks, as the one which would better reflect
a short term for an already registered trademark owned by the Applicant, known as
“CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183) that directly refers to Applicant’s
already patented medical device within the USPTO (US patent 7,040,322 B2) say, a
suppraglotic airway device that uses a laryngeal mask approach as an airway to
ventilate patients combined with an esophageal obturator.
C-LMA mark was chosen among other names, as been in the Applicant’s
belief, the best acronym to mnemonically reflect the characteristic of the Applicant
patented invention. The proposed trademark “C-LMA” was devised only to be a
short name or acronym for "Combined Laryngeal Mask Airway” – expresses the
contraction of "Combined (device) + (laryngeal) Mask" with the association with its
medical and functional uses, as an "artificial airway" to ventilate patients, as defined in
its Goods and Services - as a “Medical device used to ventilate patients, namely, a
supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal tube, in International
Class 10".
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark “C-LMA” is
used as short name or acronym, were the letter “C” followed by a trace (-), stands for
“Combined”, in "Combined / Combination Laryngeal Mask Airway, and the letters
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sequence "LMA" which stands for “laryngeal mask airway", to purely mnemonically
describe a functional characteristic and the method used by this airway device to
provide patient ventilation. The acronym LMA refers to "laryngeal mask” + “airway"
and is used only on its pure medical and anatomical means, that is the "Larynx" –
were “L” for "Laryngeal" (means related a human larynx in the anatomical sense Merrian-Webster's Medical Dictionary) and ”M” for "Mask" as one of the main
components of the Applicant’s patented medical device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as
“CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183) in which “Mask” stands for a
small supraglottic mask that will sit on top of an anatomical larynx structure, and “A”
for "Airway" (defined as ”a passageway for air into or out of the lungs” - MerrianWebster's Medical Dictionary), to define the ultimate function of this medical device,
that is to provide an useable airway to ventilate a patient. There is no claim made on
the exclusive use of the "LMA" letters combination alone.

Applicant further affirmatively alleges that in the proposed trademark “CLMA”, the suffix "LMA" after the “C” and a trace (-), is used only in a fair descriptive
sense, as a simple letters acronym, meaning “laryngeal mask + airway", which closely
describes the manner by which the Applicant’s patented device (Combination Artificial
Airway Device and Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated
as “CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), uses to ventilate a patient.

Respectfully submitted,
/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: October 7, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., SECOND
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA
FORTUNA was deposited on October 7, 2010 within the Brazilian Postal Office,
via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Counsel for
Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer legal representatives at the same time, via
electronic mail to the following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
eschmalz@foley.com”;

October 7, 2010
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK
)
COMPANY LTD.
)
)
Opposer,
)
v.
)
)
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
)
)
Applicant.
)
____________________________________ )

Opposition No. 91191601

ANSWER TO OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY
LTD., THIRD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL
DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

The following is the ANSWER from the Applicant to OPPOSER’S THIRD
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS made by Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a
physician resident in Brazil, who has applied for the registration in the US of the “CLMA” word mark as shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"),
filed July 8, 2004 and now is respectfully defending his proposed trademark within this
Trademark and Appeal Board, against Opposition made by The Laryngeal Mask
Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in this THIRD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS as follows:
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1.

Both the products that Applicant plans to offer under the C-LMA mark and

Opposer's laryngeal mask products are devices for airway management.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 1

2.

Both the products that Applicant plans to offer under the C-LMA mark and

Opposer's laryngeal mask products are used for identical purposes in the medical
field.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 2
Despite having the same basic purpose on the medical field, i.e: to ventilate a patient,
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the Applicant’s patented airway device (US patent
7,040,322 B2) which is intended to be offered to the market by its already registered
trademark, known as “COMBIMASK” (COMBINATION Artificial Airway Device and
Esophageal Obturator) and also by its acronym, the proposed short name C-LMA, is
a supraglottic airway device combined with an esophageal obturator. A more complex
device, with its own distinct particular design and functional characteristics which
cannot be simply classified within the general and common description of a “laryngeal
mask airway” device, nor less can be considered as “identical” to the Opposer device
for airway management.

3.

The typical users of airway management devices, namely physicians and

medical professionals who use the devices during surgery, are commonly not the
persons responsible for making the purchasing decisions for medical devices at
hospitals and clinics.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 3;
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On the contrary of the Opposer’s allegations on paragraph 3, the end users of any
airway management devices, in the same way as with any other medical product, are
physicians and well trained medical professionals with sufficient knowledge to select
and distinguish between the different device presentations and brands, the ones which
are more appropriate for their patient in a particular medical situation. Furthermore, the
attending physicians or the medical professionals, by being not only medically but also
legally responsible for their acts, are certainly aware of the differences among
available medical equipment, airway management devices included. They will only
use, or recommend for purchasing, the ones which they know, and are confident with.
Despite not being directly responsible for dealing with the purchase bureocracy,
physicians and medical professionals who are, utmost the end users of airway
management devices in their patients during surgery, will have their opinion always
highly considerate on any purchasing decision.

4.

The persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making authority

over purchasing decisions for medical devices are often administrators who do not
have the sophistication and expertise to understand the functional differences
between the different devices for airway management which are on the market.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 4;
The administrators or persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making
authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices, by their position
requirements, must be responsible and knowledge people, with expertise and usually
long experience on dealing with the multitude of different medical products and
brands. Furthermore, they will be primary following the requests of their medical
personal on making purchase decisions. In any eventual misunderstanding or
uncertainty between different device brands and product specifications, they would
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formally consult for assistance the medical department which have requested the
product. The same goes with the airway management equipment.

5.

The persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making authority

over purchasing decisions for medical devices are likely to rely on product trademarks
to distinguish between products and their sources.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 5;
The decision-making authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices by their
position requirements are responsible and knowledge people, which are not likely to
rely just on product trademarks on their purchase decision, particularly when there are
significative design and functional differences among these products. Furthermore the
decision-making authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices, usually have
long experience and expertise on dealing with the multitude of different medical
products and brands, besides being always assisted by their medical staff when
needed for their purchase decisions.

6.

In light of the distinctiveness and recognition of the LMA Marks in the medical

field, the persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making authority over
purchasing decisions for medical devices are likely to be confused as to the source of
Opposer's goods, if they are offered under the C-LMA mark.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 6
Applicant affirmatively alleges that Opposer's marks and Applicant's proposed
trademark are not nearly identical in overall commercial impression, appearance,
sound and spelling, and thereof it is highly unlikely to occur any confusion mistake
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and/or deception between the Opposer’s “LMA” mark and the Applicant’s proposed
mark.
These products are directed to distinguish, selected and highly specialized public, that
can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't
likely, as a matter of logic, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought is
also highly unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the
Applicant’s proposed mark.

7.

The use of the C-LMA mark on Applicant's Goods will cause actual confusion

among purchasers and potential purchasers of both Opposer's Goods and Applicant's
Goods.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 7.
As Applicant has already affirmatively alleged in preceding paragraphs, due to distinct
functional characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods, it is highly
unlikely to occur confusion among sophisticated and well informed purchasers and
consumers, regarding goods provided by one or another supplier.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake
or deception among purchasers and consumers to mistakenly believe, simply by the
use of anatomical and device acronyms, that might be any common source between
Applicant’s and Opposer’s to provide these goods.
Due the sophisticated and educated nature of target public for those devices, it will be
highly unlikely for prospective purchasers of Applicant's products, to eventually
associate Applicant's and Opposer's marks.

Respectfully submitted,
/aofortuna/
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: September 12, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., FIRST
THIRD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA
FORTUNA was deposited on September 13, 2010 within the Brazilian Postal
Office, via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Counsel for
Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer legal representatives at the same time, via
electronic mail to the following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
eschmalz@foley.com”;

September 13, 2010
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3)

APPLICANT’S ANSWERS TO FIRST INTERROGATORIES MADE BY
OPPOSER:

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No,: 78/448,067
Mark:
C-LMA
Published:
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK

)

COMPANY LTD.

)

Opposition No. 91191601

)
Opposer,

)

v.

)
)

ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

)
)

Applicant.
____________________________________

)
)

ANSWER TO OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., FIRST
INTERROGATORIES TO APPLICANT ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

The following is the ANSWER from the Applicant to OPPOSER’S FIRST
INTERROGATORIES made by Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a physician
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resident in Brazil, who has applied for the registration in the US of the “C-LMA” word
mark as shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"), filed July 8,
2004 and now is respectfully defending his proposed trademark within this Trademark
and Appeal Board, against Opposition made by The Laryngeal Mask Company, LTD
(“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in this FIRST INTERROGATORIES as follows:

1) Identify and describe Applicant's business and its operations.
Applicant is a Physician specialized in anesthesiology, a field which he has been
practicing for more than 30 years at Hospitals and on medical teaching, always
stressing difficult airways management. He is also an inventor, who has designed
and developed a medical airway device namely “Combimask” (US serial 78/088850
and 77/367183) which has received a patent granted within the USPTO (US patent
7,040,322 B2), referring as a “COMBINATION Artificial Airway Device and
Esophageal Obturator”.
Besides his medical practice, the applicant also is the responsible for a medical
company name “Medtech – Tecnologia Médica” situated in Santos, SP -

Brazil.

This company is located in that city at: Av. Sen. Pinheiro Machado, 24 CJ-11.
This is a small family business medical company specialized in anesthesia, life
support and respiratory products. Among those products, there are advanced
transport ventilators, special anesthesia needles, fiber optic scopes for intubation and
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its own brand made OEM of a standard laryngeal mask respiratory device which is
exclusively commercialized in Brazil under the trademark “NovaMasc”.

2) Identify each mark that Applicant considered in his selection of the C-LMA Mark as an
alternate choice to the C-LMA Mark and the reasons each was rejected.
On choosing the “C-LMA” mark, the Applicant devised this proposed trademark only to
be a short name or acronym for “Combined Laryngeal Mask Airway” – which
expresses the contraction of “Combined (device) + (laryngeal) Mask” and the
association with its medical and functional uses, as an “artificial airway” to ventilate
patients, as defined in its

Goods and Services -

as a

“Medical device used to

ventilate patients, namely, a supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed
esophageal tube, in International Class 10”, which functionally, describes one
Applicant’s previously patented medical device (Combination Artificial Airway Device
and Esophageal Obturator – US patent 7,040,322 B2). Also, to be used as a short
name option to another Applicant’s already registered trademark, namely “CombiMask”
(US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), which has initially been filed in October 17, 2001
and later again in January 9, 2008.
The proposed trademark “C-LMA” is only a short name or acronym, were its strongest
phonetic is held on the letter “C”, which is followed by a trace (-), standing for
“Combined”, in “Combined / Combination Laryngeal Mask Airway, and the letters
sequence “LMA” which only stands for “laryngeal mask airway”, to purely
mnemonically describe a functional characteristic and the method used by this airway
device to provide patient ventilation. The acronym LMA refers to “laryngeal mask” +
“airway” and is used only on its pure medical and anatomical means, that is the
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“Larynx” – were “L” for “Laryngeal” (means related a human larynx in the anatomical
sense – Merrian-Webster’s Medical Dictionary) and ”M” for “Mask” as one of the main
components of the Applicant’s patented medical device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator – US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as
“CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183) in which “Mask” stands for a small
supraglottic mask that will sit on top of an anatomical larynx structure, and “A” for
“Airway”

(defined as ”a passageway for air into or out of the lungs” – Merrian-

Webster’s Medical Dictionary), to define the ultimate function of this medical device,
that is to provide an useable and safe airway to ventilate a patient. There is no claim
made on the exclusive use of the “LMA” letters combination alone.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that in the proposed trademark “C-LMA”, the
suffix “LMA” after the “C” and a trace (-), is used only in a fair descriptive sense, as a
simple letters acronym, meaning “laryngeal mask + airway”, which closely describes
the manner by which the Applicant’s patented device (Combination Artificial Airway
Device and Esophageal Obturator – US patent 7,040,322 B2) also designated as
“CombiMask” (US serial 78/088850 and 77/367183), uses to ventilate a patient.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that the proposed trademark, “C-LMA” has no
meaning or significance in the relevant fields, except as trademark significance. That
is, there are no goods known generically as “C-LMAs” or “CLMAs” and that the term
“C-LMA” points uniquely to the applicant’s goods. A statement was placed in the record
that the mark has no meaning or significance, except for trademark significance.

3) Identify each person who participated in the selection of the C-LMA Mark.
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The Applicant is the only one responsible for choosing and selecting the “C-LMA”
Mark.

4) Identify each person who has manufactured Applicant's Goods sold under the C-LMA Mark,
and the dates of manufacture for each.
The Applicant’s patented device (COMBINATION Artificial Airway Device and
Esophageal Obturator - US patent 7,040,322 B2) namely “CombiMask” (US serial
78/088850 and 77/367183) for which the short name “C-LMA” was devised, is still in
its prototype phase and has not yet been commercially manufactured nor sold. Only
prototypes have been prepared for technical and clinical essays. This device has
never been made available to the public

5) Describe the circumstances under which Applicant first became aware of any of Opposer’s
LMA Marks, including, but not limited to, the specific mark, the date, and the persons
involved.

The Applicant made first acquaintance with a laryngeal airway device in 1989 by the
hands of its inventor, Dr. Archie Brain. At that time this device was called “Intavent
Laryngeal Mask”. Much later, by reasons that the Applicant does not have sufficient
knowledge or information, this same device started to be marketed by its manufacturer
in Cyprus, Intavent (Cyprus) Limited with the acronym “LMA” as a prefix. Later by
particular reasons not known by the Applicant, this same manufacturer changed its
name from Intavent (Cyprus) Limited to “LMC” – Laryngeal Mask Company.
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6) Identify any agreements between Opposer and Applicant or any person affiliated with
Applicant in connection with the distribution of Opposer's laryngeal masks in Brazil, including
the dates such agreement(s) were in effect, the parties to the agreement, the terms of the
agreement, and, if the agreement was between Opposer and a person affiliated with
Applicant, the nature of Applicant's affiliation with that person.

The only agreement, besides the termination one, signed between the Applicant’s
company, namely “MedTech – Tecnologia Médica” from Brazil and the “Opposer’s”
previous company, namely “Intavent (Cyprus) Limited” - a company organized and
existing under the laws of Cyprus with registered office at Julia House, 3 Themistocles
Dervis Street, PO Box 3620, Nicosia, Cyprus, was signed on the April 1st of 1994,
exclusively for distribution of its “laryngeal mask range of products” in the territory of
Brazil. It is worth to note that on this original agreement signed between the
Applicant and the Opposer’s previous company, there is absolutely no mention
of the Opposer mark “LMA”.
This original agreement was signed in April 1st of 1994 by the Applicant on behalf of
MedTech (Brazil) and by Intavent (Cyprus) representative authorities.
Furthermore, on May 4th 2004 the Opposer’s present company - LMC (Laryngeal
Mask Company) represented by its vice-president at that time, Mr. Melvyn Dickinson,
noticed to Medtech their wish for an unilateral early termination of the still valid original
Distribution Agreement, that existed between Medtech and the Opposer’s previous
company (Intavent Cyprus) on account of the restructuring of its business in the
Territory of Brazil, and Medtech has agreed with its terms.
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On September 1st of 2004, a then

Advance Termination of

Distribution

Agreement was signed between Medtech and the Opposer’s actual company.

7) Identify all trademark searches and/or investigations concerning the mark "LMA" or the CLMA Mark conducted by or on behalf of Applicant. For each search or investigation identified,
set forth the date(s) of such search and/or investigation; identify each person who has
knowledge of the result of such search and/or investigation; and identify the location and
custodian of any documents concerning any such search and/or investigation.

Before applying for the “C-LMA” mark in the US, the Applicant has extensively
searched through the USPTO database and on the internet, for any eventual previous
mark coincidence. None was found. This can be corroborated by the fact that USPTO,
using its strict criteria, accepted this proposed trademark, “C-LMA” for publication.
It is worth to mention that during its registration process, this proposed trademark has
been extensively analyzed by the highly competent USPTO examining officers, as
shown next:
On a RESPONSE TO FIRST OFFICE ACTION mailed on 2/14/2005, the Opposer’s
main trademarks with "LMA" as part of their marks, LMA (1854088), LMA-UNIQUE
(2133294), LMA-FASTRACH (2173557), LMA-FLEXIBLE (2187405), LMA-CLASSIC
(2220745), LMA (2506914), and LMA-PROSEAL (2518267), were fully disclaimed on
item 3, when compared to the Applicant’s proposed trademark.
On a RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION issued on 9/16/2008, again, the Opposer’s
“LMA Mark” were thoroughly confronted with Applicant’s proposed trademark “C-LMA”
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in 16 questions formulated by the USPTO designated Examining Attorney before being
accepted and published for opposition.

8) Identify all persons, other than Opposer, that have used a mark consisting of or
incorporating the term “LMA” for laryngeal masks in the United States.
Applicant does not have sufficient knowledge or information to identify the use of the
term “LMA” by other trademark users. However the term “LMA” is extensively used as
an

acronyms,

as

the

ones

exemplified

http://www.acronymfinder.com/LMA.html.

in

a

specialized

website

-

There are, upon information and belief,

numerous uses and registrations of third party marks with the same “LMA” formative,
as

a

quick

search

at

the

Internet

will

promptly

reveal.

The

website

“http://www.acronymfinder.com” has returned 33 possible meanings for “LMA”. At the
same time, it was found 64 entries regarding “LMA” at the USPTO Trademark
Electronic Search System (TESS)

“http://www.uspto.gov/main/trademarks.htm“

updated in 09/19/2009.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges based on the public records at the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, that the Opposer’s
registry of the “LMA” trademark (Reg. No. 1,854,088) made in Sep. 13, 1994 by the
“Intavent International S.A. – Panama”, clearly disclaims the following: NO CLAIM IS
MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “LMA”, APART FROM THE MARK
AS SHOWN.
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9) Describe the market for Applicant’s Goods, including but not limited to an identification of
the class of potential purchasers of Applicant’s Goods and the manner in which sales of such
goods is conducted.
The market for the Applicant proposed good, namely “CombiMask” – a ”Combined
Laryngeal Mask Airway” device, identified as “Medical device used to ventilate patients,
namely, a supraglottic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal tube, in
International Class 10” is the same as any related airway device of such category.
The Applicant’s product by being a device for airway management, like many others in
the market, it is likely to be offered to, and used by well trained and differentiated
consumers, which are undoubtedly sophisticated and educated, being among them
physicians, nurses and EMT staff, all with an adequate training and knowledge, to
proper differentiate and choose among different existing airway devices in the market.
10) Describe the intended channels of distribution for Applicant’s Goods.
The Applicant proposed good, namely ”CombiMask” – a ”Combined Laryngeal Mask
Airway” device, as an option for airway management, will likely be offered through the
usual channels of trade customary for goods of this type, and as such, would be
offered through the same specialized channels of trade for those goods, as any other
maker of such devices.

11) Identify each person whom Applicant intends to call on to give evidence as a lay witness in
this matter.
The Applicant presently finds no need to call any witness in this matter.
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12) Identify each person whom Applicant intends to call on to give evidence as an expert
witness in this matter and, for each such person, state:
The Applicant presently finds no need to call any witness in this matter.
The subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify;
The substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expected to testify;
The documents and things supplied to or used by the expert in conducting his or her analysis;
and
The grounds for each such opinion of each expert.

Respectfully submitted,

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: March 10, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., FIRST
INTERROGATORIES was deposited on March 10, 2010 within the Brazilian
Postal Office, via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to
Counsel for Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer at the same time, via electronic mail to the
following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
mmurphy@foley.com”;

March 10, 2010
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4)

APPLICANT’S ANSWERS ON PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
THINGS MADE BY OPPOSER:

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK

)

COMPANY LTD.

)

Opposition No. 91191601

)
Opposer,

)

v.

)
)

ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

)
)

Applicant.
____________________________________

)
)

ANSWER TO OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD.,
FIRST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS TO
APPLICANT ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
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The following is the ANSWER from the Applicant to OPPOSER’S FIRST
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS made by Anibal de
Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a physician resident in Brazil, who has applied for the
registration in the US of the “C-LMA” word mark as shown in Application Serial No.
78/448,067 (the "Application"), filed July 8, 2004 and now is respectfully defending his
proposed trademark within this Trademark and Appeal Board, against Opposition made
by The Laryngeal Mask Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a company established in the
Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in this FIRST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND THINGS as follows:

1.

All documents and things relating to Applicant's distribution of Opposer's products

sold under any LMA Mark.
Unfortunately those documents are not ready available.
The amicable Advance Distribution Termination Agreement between the
Applicant and the Opposer’s actual company, which has sealed the end of
Applicant’s operation with the Opposer’s goods was dated September 1st of 2004.
According to the Brazilian fiscal laws, all legal documents must be kept for a period
of 5 years only, with the exception of those related to its employees. “Art. 173, LEI
Nº 5.172 - de 25 de OUTUBRO de 1966 – D.O.U. de 27/10/1966 - Código Tributário
Nacional”.
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2.

All documents and things which Applicant will use as evidence in this proceeding.
The Applicant presently will use as evidence, the documents already attached

in his initial “ANSWER TO NOTICE OF OPPOSITION” already filled within the Board
plus the following:
a)

Copy of the original Agreement dated 1st of 1994 signed between the Applicant
on behalf of MedTech (Brazil) and by Intavent (Cyprus) representative authorities.

b)

Copy of the Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 7,040,322 B2
The Applicant reserves the right to, if necessary for his defense, to later attach

further evidences to this process without any prejudice. In this case, the Opposer will
be fully advised in advance.

3.

All documents and things relating to or referencing any availability search

conducted by or for Applicant for the mark LMA, the mark C-LMA, or any other mark
considered for adoption by Applicant within 12 months of Applicant's filing his application for
C-LMA (Ser. No. 78/448,067).
Documents attached: 78448067a.pdf, 78448067b.pdf, 78448067c.pdf and
Summary-78448067.pdf.

4.

All documents and things relating to or referencing the differences, functional,

structural or otherwise, between Applicant's Goods and Opposer's laryngeal masks, including,
but not limited to, relevant documents filed by Applicant in connection with U.S. Patent No.
7,040,322 B2.
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The Applicant’s proposed good is differentiated among other supraglottical
airway devices by its own intrinsic safety and functional desired characteristics.
The said “laryngeal mask” goods currently manufactured, including those made
by the Opponent, are designed primary to ventilate a patient and on some models, to
secondarily promote an esophagus access. On the other hand, the Applicant’s
proposed good is originally devised for an initial quick and safe isolation of the
esophagus from the respiratory tract, by providing an immediate drainage pathway for
the alimentary tract, prior to allow the patient ventilation to be conducted through a
specially design supraglottic inflatable mask (“a laryngeal mask”), that seals the perilaryngeal structures in the inflation sequence.
Documents attached:
U.S. Patent No. 7,040,322 B2.pdf ; U.S. Patent No. 7,040,322 B2 summary.pdf

Respectfully submitted,

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: March 10, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., FIRST
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS was
deposited on March 10, 2010 within the Brazilian Postal Office, via First Class
Certified Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Counsel for Opposer at the
following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer at the same time, via electronic mail to the
following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
mmurphy@foley.com”;
March 10, 2010
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
)
)
)
Opposer,
)
v.
)
)
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
)
)
Applicant.
)
____________________________________ )
THE LARYNGEAL MASK
COMPANY LTD.

Opposition No. 91191601

APPLICANT’S OPPOSITION AGAINST DEEM ACCEPTANCE OF
OPPOSER’S 3RD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

The following is a formal APPLICANT’S opposition against OPPOSER’S
motion for a deem admission and acceptance of Opposer’s 3rd request for admissions,
which was untimely (by 3 days) late served by the Applicant to the Opposer, on its case
against the Applicant, Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a physician resident in
Brazil, who has applied for the registration in the US of the “C-LMA” word mark as
shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"), filed July 8, 2004 and
now is respectfully self defending his proposed trademark within this Trademark and
Appeal Board, against opposition made by the distinguish lawyers representing The
Laryngeal Mask Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.

Applicant respectfully requests that his answers made to Opposer’s 3rd request
for admissions (Annex 1) could be accepted in the process without prejudice.
It is worth to point that most, of the questions for admittance contained in the
Opposer’s 3rd request for admissions, have already been equivalently formulated and
answered in previous Opposer’s several requests made to the Applicant.
On the following paragraphs, Applicant will try, even with its limitations, to
expose the motives for this motion.
The Opposer’s third request for admissions despite been fully answered by the
Applicant, was served to the Opposer three days late. It is worth to note that the actual
due day (September 10, 2010) was on a Friday and the next working day was a
Monday, September 13, 2010, the date which this document was served. The 3 days
difference on its delivery was actually due to the weekend and an unintentional
confusion on dates made by this Applicant.

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 36(b) provides the authority for a court to
“permit a party to file an answer to a request for admissions after the expiration of the
time afforded by Rule 36 in cases in which the presentation of the merits of the action
would be otherwise sub served, and the opposing party is not prejudiced by
allowing untimely responses.” Sadowsky v. Larson (In re Larson), 169 B.R. 945, 955
(Bankr. D. N.D. 1994) (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(b); Beatty v. United States, 983 F.2d
908, 909 (8th Cir. 1993) (further citations omitted)); see also F.D.I.C. v. Prusia, 18 F.3d
637, 640 (8th Cir. 1994). The type of prejudice contemplated by Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 36(b) “relates to the difficulty a party may face in proving its case because of
the sudden need to obtain evidence required to prove the matter that had been
admitted.” Prusia, 18 F.3d at 640 (citations and internal quotes omitted). Such

prejudice does not include the fact that, if the admission were withdrawn, the party who
obtained that admission would then have to convince the fact finder of its truth. Id.
(citations omitted); Larson, 169 B.R. at 955 (citations omitted). In general, “deemed
admissions are to give way to the quest for the truth only in extreme
circumstances.” Beatty, 983 F.2d at 909; Flohr v. Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.,
821 F. Supp. 301, 306 (E.D. Pa. 1993) (citations omitted) (“The Court should normally
permit untimely answers [to requests for admissions] when doing so would aid in the
presentation of the merits of the action and would not prejudice the party who made the
requests.”).

In this case, it is clear that the presentation of the merits of the action would be
promoted by accepting Applicant’s late submitted Response to the Opposer’s 3rd
Request for Admissions.

If Applicant’s untimely Response is not accepted, then the merits of this matter
will not be heard, and such an outcome should only be countenanced in extreme
circumstances, which are not present here. There has been no showing that Applicant
acted in bad faith in submitting a 3 days late Response to the Request for Admissions.
Moreover, under these facts, acceptance of Applicant’s late Response to the Request
for Admissions as timely does not induce the type of prejudice to Opposer
contemplated under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 36(b). See Prusia, 18 F.3d at 640
(citations omitted).

Also, it is worth to mention the Board remarks reproduced below, from the
second page of Opposition No. 91191601 Prosecution History (ttabvue-91191601OPP-17) Mailed: October 5, 2010, dealing with the same subject.

The provisions of the Rule are operative with no further
action by the Board or opposer, absent the granting of a
motion (not present in this case) under Fed. R. Civ. P.
36(b) from applicant to withdraw and amend effective
admissions. 3 See also TBMP §525 (2d ed. rev. 2004).
Accordingly, no further consideration is given to opposer's
motion.
The Board notes in passing that, to the extent
opposer intended its motion to be one to test the
sufficiency of applicant's responses to opposer's
third request for admissions, opposer did not
indicate that it had made a good faith effort to
resolve any dispute. Trademark Rule 2.120(h);
TBMP §524.02 (2d ed. rev. 2004). However, the
Board understands opposer motion to be directed
only to the untimeliness only of applicant's
responses.

3

Applicant respectfully requests that his answer to Opposer’s 3rd request for
admissions (Annex 1) could be accepted in the process and it’s simply deem admission
and acceptance as requested by the Opposer lawyers, denied.

Respectfully submitted,

/aofortuna/
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Date: December 13, 2010.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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C-LMA
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)
)
Applicant.
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Opposition No. 91191601

APPLICANT’S OPPOSITION AGAINST DEEM ACCEPTANCE OF
OPPOSER’S 3RD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

ANNEX 1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
In the Matter of App. Serial No,:
Mark:
Published:

78/448,067
C-LMA
April 28, 2009

____________________________________
)
THE LARYNGEAL MASK
)
COMPANY LTD.
)
)
Opposer,
)
v.
)
)
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
)
)
Applicant.
)
____________________________________ )

Opposition No. 91191601

ANSWER TO OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY
LTD., THIRD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL
DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA

The following is the ANSWER from the Applicant to OPPOSER’S THIRD
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS made by Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna (“Applicant”), a
physician resident in Brazil, who has applied for the registration in the US of the “CLMA” word mark as shown in Application Serial No. 78/448,067 (the "Application"),
filed July 8, 2004 and now is respectfully defending his proposed trademark within this
Trademark and Appeal Board, against Opposition made by The Laryngeal Mask
Company, LTD (“Opposer”), a company established in the Seychelles.
Applicant hereby responds, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, to each of
the grounds set forth in this THIRD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS as follows:

1.

Both the products that Applicant plans to offer under the C-LMA mark and

Opposer's laryngeal mask products are devices for airway management.
Applicant admits the allegations of paragraph 1

2.

Both the products that Applicant plans to offer under the C-LMA mark and

Opposer's laryngeal mask products are used for identical purposes in the medical
field.
Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 2
Despite having the same basic purpose on the medical field, i.e: to ventilate a patient,
Applicant affirmatively alleges that the Applicant’s patented airway device (US patent
7,040,322 B2) which is intended to be offered to the market by its already registered
trademark, known as “COMBIMASK” (COMBINATION Artificial Airway Device and
Esophageal Obturator) and also by its acronym, the proposed short name C-LMA, is
a supraglottic airway device combined with an esophageal obturator. A more complex
device, with its own distinct particular design and functional characteristics which
cannot be simply classified within the general and common description of a “laryngeal
mask airway” device, nor less can be considered as “identical” to the Opposer device
for airway management.

3.

The typical users of airway management devices, namely physicians and

medical professionals who use the devices during surgery, are commonly not the
persons responsible for making the purchasing decisions for medical devices at
hospitals and clinics.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 3;

On the contrary of the Opposer’s allegations on paragraph 3, the end users of any
airway management devices, in the same way as with any other medical product, are
physicians and well trained medical professionals with sufficient knowledge to select
and distinguish between the different device presentations and brands, the ones which
are more appropriate for their patient in a particular medical situation. Furthermore, the
attending physicians or the medical professionals, by being not only medically but also
legally responsible for their acts, are certainly aware of the differences among
available medical equipment, airway management devices included. They will only
use, or recommend for purchasing, the ones which they know, and are confident with.
Despite not being directly responsible for dealing with the purchase bureocracy,
physicians and medical professionals who are, utmost the end users of airway
management devices in their patients during surgery, will have their opinion always
highly considerate on any purchasing decision.

4.

The persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making authority

over purchasing decisions for medical devices are often administrators who do not
have the sophistication and expertise to understand the functional differences
between the different devices for airway management which are on the market.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 4;
The administrators or persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making
authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices, by their position
requirements, must be responsible and knowledge people, with expertise and usually
long experience on dealing with the multitude of different medical products and
brands. Furthermore, they will be primary following the requests of their medical
personal on making purchase decisions. In any eventual misunderstanding or
uncertainty between different device brands and product specifications, they would

formally consult for assistance the medical department which has requested the
product. The same goes with the airway management equipment.

5.

The persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making authority

over purchasing decisions for medical devices are likely to rely on product trademarks
to distinguish between products and their sources.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 5;
The decision-making authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices by their
position requirements are responsible and knowledge people, which are not likely to
rely just on product trademarks on their purchase decision, particularly when there are
significative design and functional differences among these products. Furthermore the
decision-making authority over purchasing decisions for medical devices, usually have
long experience and expertise on dealing with the multitude of different medical
products and brands, besides being always assisted by their medical staff when
needed for their purchase decisions.

6.

In light of the distinctiveness and recognition of the LMA Marks in the medical

field, the persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision-making authority over
purchasing decisions for medical devices are likely to be confused as to the source of
Opposer's goods, if they are offered under the C-LMA mark.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 6
Applicant affirmatively alleges that Opposer's marks and Applicant's proposed
trademark are not nearly identical in overall commercial impression, appearance,
sound and spelling, and thereof it is highly unlikely to occur any confusion mistake

and/or deception between the Opposer’s “LMA” mark and the Applicant’s proposed
mark.
These products are directed to distinguish, selected and highly specialized public, that
can certainly differentiate and choose among different airway devices, and aren't
likely, as a matter of logic, to be confused. So, following this same line of thought is
also highly unlikely to occur any confusion between the Opposer’s marks and the
Applicant’s proposed mark.

7.

The use of the C-LMA mark on Applicant's Goods will cause actual confusion

among purchasers and potential purchasers of both Opposer's Goods and Applicant's
Goods.

Applicant denies the allegations of paragraph 7.
As Applicant has already affirmatively alleged in preceding paragraphs, due to distinct
functional characteristics between Applicant’s and Opposer’s goods, it is highly
unlikely to occur confusion among sophisticated and well informed purchasers and
consumers, regarding goods provided by one or another supplier.
Applicant further affirmatively alleges that there is no likelihood of confusion, mistake
or deception among purchasers and consumers to mistakenly believe, simply by the
use of anatomical and device acronyms, that might be any common source between
Applicant’s and Opposer’s to provide these goods.
Due the sophisticated and educated nature of target public for those devices, it will be
highly unlikely for prospective purchasers of Applicant's products, to eventually
associate Applicant's and Opposer's marks.

Respectfully submitted,
/aofortuna/
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant
Date: September 12, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
Answer to OPPOSER’S, THE LARYNGEAL MASK COMPANY LTD., FIRST
THIRD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO APPLICANT ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA
FORTUNA was deposited on September 13, 2010 within the Brazilian Postal
Office, via First Class Certified Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to Counsel for
Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer legal representatives at the same time, via
electronic mail to the following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
eschmalz@foley.com”;

September 13, 2010

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing Applicant's
APPLICANT’S

OPPOSITION

AGAINST

DEEM

ACCEPTANCE

OF

OPPOSER’S 3RD REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS was deposited on December
13, 2010 within the Brazilian Postal Office, via First Class Certified Mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to Counsel for Opposer at the following address:

Kelly M. Bargmann
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
USA

/aofortuna/
_____________________
Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Applicant

Sign electronically and sent to the Opposer legal representatives at the same time, via
electronic mail to the following addresses: "bedwards@foley.com; jgriffith@foley.com;
eschmalz@foley.com”;

December 13, 2010

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of App. Serial No.:
Mark:

78/448,067
C-LMA
)

THE LARYNGEAL MASK
COMPANY LTD.
Opposer,
v.
ANIBAL DE OLIVEIRA FORTUNA
Applicant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Opposition No. 91191601

OPPOSER'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Opposer The Laryngeal Mask Company Ltd. ("Opposer"), in accordance with Rule 2.127(e) of
the Trademark Rules Of Practice and Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, files this motion
for summary judgment against Applicant Dr. Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna ("Applicant"). For the reasons
set forth below, there is no genuine issue of material fact and Opposer is entitled to judgment as a matter
oflaw that Applicant's trademark C-LMA for a "medical device used to ventilate patients, namely a
supraglotic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal tube" is confusingly similar to Opposer's
asserted trademarks consisting of or incorporating the mark "LMA" for, inter alia, laryngeal masks, in
violation of Section 2(d) of the United States Trademark Act of 1946, 15 U.S.C. § 1052( d).
Consequently, Opposer is entitled to summary judgment.

MILW_10567326.6

For the reasons stated herein and in Opposer's Memorandum in Support of Opposer's Motion for
Summary Judgment, Opposer respectfully requests that judgment be entered as a matter of law against
Applicant, and that the subject application be denied.

Respectfully submitted,
FOLEY & LARDNER LLP
Dated: New York, New York
October 29, 2010

By:krm. ~
Jeffrey H. Greene
James E. Griffith
Kelly M. Weiner
Eric M. Schmalz
Foley & Lardner LLP
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016-1314
Attorneys for Opposer

MILW_10567326.6

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing OPPOSER'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, along with the supporting MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSER'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT and addenda thereto, was deposited with
Federal Express, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to Applicant:
Dr. Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna
Av. AIm. Cochrane, 83 apto. 161
11040-001 Santos, SP Brazil
and sent to him via electronic mail at the address "anibal.fortuna@uol.com.br."

Dated: October 29,2010

~~.~
Eric M. Sc
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I.

STATEMENT
Opposer The Laryngeal Mask Company Ltd. ("Opposer"), files this memorandum in support of

its summary judgment motion against Applicant Dr. Anibal de Oliveira Fortuna ("Applicant").
Applicant, a former licensee and distributor of Opposer's products in Brazil, has filed an intent-to-use
trademark application to register the mark C-LMA for a "medical device used to ventilate patients,
namely a supraglotic laryngeal mask combined with a cuffed esophageal tube." Applicant's mark entirely
incorporates Opposer's "LMA" mark, which is widely recognized within the medical field in connection
with Opposer's laryngeal masks and other medical devices. Applicant filed his application in July 2004,
less than two months before his Brazilian license agreement with Opposer terminated on September 1,
2004, and he did so without Opposer's knowledge or consent. Because of the similarity ofthe marks, the
nearly identical goods, the competitive position of the parties' products, and other factors, which all
weigh in favor of a finding of a likelihood of confusion, Opposer is entitled to judgment as a matter of
law that registration of Applicant's mark would violate Section 2(d) of the United States Trademark Act
of 1946, 15 U.S.C. § 1052(d).

In support of its summary judgment motion, Opposer has filed the following addenda:
a.
Addendum of Opposer's Federal Trademark Registrations filed in Support
of Opposer's Summary Judgment Motion (hereinafter "Opp. Add. (Reg.)"); and
b.
Addendum of Other Self-Authenticating Documents filed in Support of
Opposer's Summary Judgment Motion (hereinafter "Opp. Add. (Other)").

II.

UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
A.

Opposer and Its LMA Products

Opposer is engaged in the business of developing, manufacturing, and selling laryngeal masks
and other medical devices. Notice of Opposition ("N. Opp.") at ~ 2; Answer to Notice of Opposition
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("Answer") at ~ 2. In cOlUlection with this business, Opposer has used the mark LMA continuously in
commerce in connection with laryngeal masks since at least as early as December 11, 1992, and continues
to use this mark. N. Opp. at ~ 3; Answer at ~ 3. Further, Opposer has registered, and applied for
registration of multiple trademarks, comprising or containing the mark LMA for laryngeal masks and
other medical devices on the Principal Register in the United States (collectively, the "LMA Marks"),
including those listed below. N. Opp. at ~ 4; Answer at ~ 4; Opp. Add. (Reg.). The registrations for the
LMA Marks are valid, subsisting, unrevoked, and uncancelled, and Registration Numbers 2,506,914;
1,854,088; 2,133,294; 2,173,557; 2,220,745; 2,518,267; and 3,234,339 are incontestable in accordance
with the provisions of Section 8 and 15 of the United States Trademark Act of 1946,15 U.S.C. §§ 1065 &
1115(b). N. Opp. at ~ 5; Answer at ~ 5; Opp. Add. (Reg.).
Registration
Number
2,506,914

Mark
LMA
LMA&
Design
LMAUNIQUE
LMAFASTRACH
LMACLASSIC
LMAPROSEAL
LMA
CTRACH

1,854,088
2,133,294
2,173,557
2,220,745
2,518,267
3,234,339

Filing
Date
February 7,
2001
September
15, 1992
June 12,
1996
June 12,
1996
June 12,
1996
August 20,
1999
June 29,
2004

Registration
Date
November 13,
2001
September
13, 1994
January 27,
1998
July 14, 1998

First Use Date l

Status

December 11,
1992
December 11,
1992
June 27, 1997

Incontestable

March 5, 1998

Incontestable

January 26,
1999
December 11,
2001
April 24,
2007

February 23,
1998
August 15, 2000

Incontestable

November 29,
2004

Registered

Incontestable
Incontestable

Incontestable

Through its longstanding, continuous, and widespread use of its LMA Marks, Opposer has
established enormous goodwill in its LMA Marks, and the LMA Marks have become well and favorably
recognized by the relevant trade and public, namely medical professionals and purchasers of medical
devices, as identifying the laryngeal masks and medical devices of Opposer. N. Opp. at ~ 6; Answer at'l

I

The respective marks were fIrst used in U.S. commerce at least as early as the dates listed.
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6; Opposer's First Request for Admissions at 1 6; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for
Admissions at 1 6.

B.

Applicant and His Proposed C-LMA Trademark

On July 8, 2004, Applicant filed an intent to use application (Serial Number 78/448,067) for the
mark C-LMA for a "medical device used to ventilate patients, namely a supraglotic laryngeal mask
combined with a cuffed esophageal tube" ("Applicant's Laryngeal Mask"). N. Opp. at 17; Answer at, 7.
To date, Applicant has made no use of the mark C-LMA in United States commerce in connection with
Applicant's Laryngeal Mask. N. Opp. at, 9; Answer at 19.
Applicant intends to offer his C-LMA branded laryngeal masks through the usual channels of
trade customary for goods of this type, namely, to hospitals and medical professionals. Opposer's First
Request for Admissions at 120; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at 1 20.
These channels of trade are identical to the channels of trade in which Opposer sells LMA branded
laryngeal masks. N. Opp. at, 13; Answer at, 13. Further, Applicant intends to offer his C-LMA
branded laryngeal masks to the usual consumers that are customary for goods of this type, which would
be the same consumers to which Opposer offers its LMA branded laryngeal masks. N. Opp. at, 14;
Answer at 114. In fact, "Applicant intends to distribute products under the C-LMA Mark which will
compete with products Opposer offers under the LMA mark." Opposer's First Request for Admissions at
, 21; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at 1 21.

Applicant is not new to the laryngeal mask field. From 1994 until 2004, Applicant distributed
LMA-branded products manufactured by Opposer, or Opposer's related companies and predecessors in
interest, through Applicant's company Medtech, in Brazil. N. Opp. at 1 18; Answer at , 18; Opposer's
First Request for Admissions at" 1, 2; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at

'1 1, 2.

Without the prior knowledge or consent of Opposer, Applicant filed his application for

registration of C-LMA in the United States on July 8, 2004, two months before his license agreement
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expired on September 1, 2004. Id. Applicant was fully aware of Opposer's LMA Marks when he filed
his application for the C-LMA trademark and that these marks were well-known within the medical field
for laryngeal masks. Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~~ 4,6, 10; Applicant's Answer to
Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~~ 4,6, 10.

III.

ARGUMENT
A.

Summary Judgment Standard

Summary judgment should be granted where the moving party establishes an absence of a
genuine issue of material fact and that he or she is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. See Fed. Rule
Civ. Pro. 56(c)(2); Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247-248 (1986). "The summary
judgment procedure is regarded as 'a salutary method of disposition,' and the Board does not hesitate to
dispose of cases on summary judgment when appropriate." Trademark Trial and Appeal Board Manual
of Procedure § 528.01 (2d ed. rev. 2004) ("TBMP"), citing (among others) Levi Strauss & Co. v.
Genesco, Inc., 222 U.S.P.Q. 939 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (response contained only unsupported arguments and
conclusions); and T. Jeffrey Quinn, TIPS FROM THE TTAB: Inter Partes Summary Judgment Revisited,
76 Trademark Rep. 73, 77-78 (1986).
Upon the moving party's prima facie showing of entitlement to summary relief, the non-moving
party may not rest on mere denials or conc1usory assertions, but rather must present specific facts
showing a genuine issue for triaL See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23 (1986). "A dispute
over a fact that would not alter the Board's decision on the legal issue will not prevent entry of summary
judgment." TBMP § 528.01, citing (among others) Anderson 477 U.S. at 248.
In determining whether there is a genuine issue of material fact which would preclude the grant of
summary judgment, the Board must look to the controlling substantive law. See Anderson, 477 U.S. at
248.
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B.

Opposer's Section 2(d) Claim

In order to prevail upon its Section 2(d) claim, Opposer must establish that it is the owner of valid
trade identity rights in its LMA Marks and that Applicant's registration of its C-LMA mark would likely
cause confusion with one or more of Opposer's LMA Marks. See, e.g., Calvin Klein Industries, Inc. v.

Calvins Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 8 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269, 1270 (T.T.A.B. 1988). For the reasons set forth
below, there is no genuine issue of material fact as to either element of Opposer's Section 2(d) claim, and
judgment should be entered thereon as a matter oflaw.
1.

Opposer's Ownership of the LMA Marks

Trademark rights are created by use of, inter alia, a word to identify goods. See, e.g., Hanover

Milling Co. v. Metcalf, 240 U.S. 403,413 (1916) (citing Trade-mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82,94 (1879».
There is no dispute that Opposer has been using its LMA mark in commerce in connection with laryngeal
masks continuously since at least as early as December 11, 1992. N. Opp. at ~ 3; Answer at ~ 3. Nor is
there any dispute that Opposer has been using its other asserted LMA Marks in commerce in connection
with the goods described in Opposer's other registrations since at least as early as the first use dates stated
in those registrations.
Moreover, Opposer owns federal trademark registrations for a number of its LMA Marks
(including several incontestable federal registrations). N. Opp. at ~ 5; Answer at ~ 5; Opp. Add. (Reg.).
Such registrations constitute prima facie evidence of the validity of the marks and of the registrant's
exclusive right to use them on the goods specified in the registrations. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1057(b) &
1115(a). Appellant has admitted that the trademark registrations asserted by Opposer in this proceeding
are valid. N. Opp. at ~ 5; Answer at ~ 5.
Opposer's ownership of its LMA Marks is beyond reasonable dispute, and is not a contested fact
in this proceeding.
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2.

Likelihood of Confusion

In detennining the issue of likelihood of confusion under Section 2(d), the Board considers the
following factors:
(1) The similarity or dissimilarity of the marks in their entireties as to appearance, sound,
connotation and commercial impression. (2) The similarity or dissimilarity and nature of
the goods or services as described in an application or registration or in connection with
which a prior mark is in use. (3) The similarity or dissimilarity of established, likely-tocontinue trade channels. (4) The conditions under which and buyers to whom sales are
made, i.e. "impulse" vs. careful, sophisticated purchasing. (5) The fame of the prior mark
(sales, advertising, length of use). (6) The number and nature of similar marks in use on
similar goods. (7) The nature and extent of any actual confusion. (8) The length of time
during and conditions under which there has been concurrent use without evidence of
actual confusion. (9) The variety of goods on which a mark is or is not used (house mark,
"family" mark, product mark). (10) The market interface between applicant and the
owner of a prior mark: (a) a mere "consent" to register or use. (b) agreement provisions
designed to preclude confusion, i.e. limitations on continued use of the marks by each
party. (c) assignment of mark, application, registration and good will of the related
business. (d) laches and estoppel attributable to owner of prior mark and indicative of
lack of confusion. (11) The extent to which applicant has a right to exclude others from
use of its mark on its goods. (12) The extent of potential confusion, i.e., whether de
minimis or substantial. (13) Any other established fact probative of the effect of use.
In re DuPont DeNemours & Co., 177 V.S.P.Q. 563, 567 (C.C.P.A. 1973). A determination oflikelihood

of confusion is the ultimate legal conclusion based upon a weighing of the pertinent DuPont factors. See,
e.g., Giant Foods, Inc. v. Nation's Foodservice, Inc., 218 U.S.P.Q. 390, 394 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

Further, as the Board has stated:
. . . a newcomer has both the opportunity and the obligation to avoid
confusion. And if he fails to do so by adopting a mark similar to one
used by another for . . . closely related goods or services [he] does so at
[his] own peril; all doubt on the issue of likelihood of confusion must be
resolved against the newcomer.
Money Station, Inc. v. Cash Station, Inc. 38 V.S.P .Q.2d 1150 (Fed Cir. 1995); see also Kimberly-Clark
Corp. v. H Douglas Enterprises, Ltd., 227 U.S.P.Q. 541, 543 (Fed. Cir. 1985).
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a. Similarity of the Marks

In determining similarity, the respective marks are to be compared in their entireties in terms of
sight, sound, and connotation. See, e.g., DuPont, 177 U.S.P.Q. at 567. Similarity as to one element (i.e.,
sight, sound or connotation) may be sufficient to deem the marks similar. See In re White Swan, Ltd., 8
u.S.P.Q.2d 1534, 1535 (TT.A.B. 1988). It is well established that likely confusion is not avoided
through minor textual additions, spelling variants, or hyphenation. See, e.g., In re Mighty Lea/Tea, 94
u.S.P.Q.2d 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (ML for personal care products and skin care products is confusingly
similar to ML MARK LEES (Stylized) for skin care products; registration denied); McKesson & Robbins,
Inc. v. American Foundation/or Dental Science, 66 U.S.P.Q. 252, 253 (C.C.P.A. 1945) (finding DENTA-MIN confusingly similar to CYTAMIN); Edison Brothers Stores, Inc. v. Brutting E.B. SportInternational GmbH, 230 U.S.P.Q. 530 (T.T.A.B. 1986) (fmding EB & Design confusingly similar to
EBS); DAP Inc. v. Flex-O-Glaze, Inc., 196 U.S.P.Q. 438, 444 (T.T.A.B. 1976) (finding FLEX-O-GLAZE
confusingly similar to FLEXIGLAZE).
In light of these standards, it is clear on its face that C-LMA is strikingly similar to Opposer's
LMA mark and other LMA Marks in terms of their respective visual impressions. The "LMA" portion of
Applicant's C-LMA mark is separated from the added letter "C" by a hyphen, increasing the visual
isolation and dominance of the longer "LMA" element. The additional letter "C" is unlikely to diminish
the likelihood of confusion because consumers familiar with Opposer's LMA Marks are likely to assume
that Applicant's C-LMA mark is merely a variation of Opposer's well-known LMA mark.
Further, both Applicant's proposed mark and certain of Opposer's registrations, including
Opposer's registered LMA mark, include claims to standard characters, covering any style, font, or
presentation of the marks. In re Cox Enterprises, Inc., 82 u.S.P.Q.2d 1040, 1044 (T.T.A.B. 2007)
("[W]hen a mark is presented in typed or standard character form, the Board must consider all reasonable
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manners in which applicant could depict its mark.") Accordingly, the visual similarity of the marks is
wholly dependant upon the specific letters incorporated in each of the marks, irrespective of any
stylization or particular presentation. "For similar .. .letter marks, similarity of appearance is usually
controlling, for such marks are incapable of being pronounced or of conveying any inherent meaning, as
do word marks." 4 J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition § 23:33 at
161 (4th ed. 2003) ("McCarthy").
Nevertheless, an analysis of the sound of Applicant's mark and Opposer's marks also supports a
finding of likely confusion. C-LMA is virtually identical to LMA aurally, being separated only by a
single "c" consonant at the beginning. Aural similarity is necessarily present because neither C-LMA nor
LMA is pronounceable word - when verbalizing each mark, the constituent letters must be pronounced
separately, and in the same way in each mark. Further illustrating this similarity in pronunciation,
Applicant has stated that his mark incorporates the three separate letters "L", "M," and "A," joined
together. Answer at ~ 11.
C-LMA is also virtually identical in connotation to LMA because it is likely to be understood as a
mere version of Opposer's LMA mark that adds hyphenated matter. This is particularly so in light of the
fact that Opposer itself is the registrant of multiple marks which take the same form - the letters "LMA,"
a hyphen, and additional matter. See, e.g, Opp. Add. (Reg.) (LMA-UNIQUE (Reg. No. 2,133,294),
LMA-FASTRACH (Reg. No. 2,173,557), LMA-CLASSIC (Reg. No. 2,220,745), and LMA-PROSEAL
(Reg. No. 2,518,267».

In sum, the respective marks are strikingly similar in visual appearance, sound, and connotation,
and this factor weighs heavily in favor of a finding of likelihood of confusion.

b. Similarity of the Respective Goods
In determining the relationship of the parties' respective goods, it is well established that:
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The goods ... do not have to be identical or even competitive in order to
determine that there is a likelihood of confusion. It is sufficient that the
goods ... of the applicant and the registrant are so related that the
circumstances surrounding their marketing are such that they are likely to
be encountered by the same persons under circumstances that would give
rise, to the mistaken belief that they originate from the same source.
Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure § 1207.01 (a)(i) (7th ed. rev. 2010). Further, the greater the
similarity of the respective marks, the less related the respective goods need to be in order to support a
finding oflikelihood of confusion. See In re Opus One, Inc., 60 U.S.P.Q.2d 1812,1815 (T.T.A.B. 2001).
In this case, Opposer sells laryngeal masks and other medical device products under its LMA
Marks. Applicant intends to sell laryngeal masks under its mark C-LMA. There is no dispute that
Applicant's and Opposer's goods are identical or overlapping, as the identifications of goods in both
Applicant's application for C-LMA and Opposer's registrations for its LMA Marks (see, e.g., Reg. Nos.
2,506,914; 1,854,088; 2,133,294; 2,173,557; 2,220,745; 2,518,267; and 3,234,339) incorporate "laryngeal
masks." See Opp. Add. (Reg.).
Applicant alleges a technical distinction between Applicant's intended product and the laryngeal
masks currently sold by Opposer. See e.g. Answer at ~ 12. In making this argument, Applicant
misinterprets the relevant standard. "Opposer's rights are not tied to its current business practices, which
may change at any time." San Fernando Electric Mfg. Co. v. JFD Electronics Components Corp., 196
U.S.P.Q. 1, 2 (C.c.P.A. 1977) (registration identifying "electrical capacitors" is broad enough to
encompass all specific types of electrical capacitors). Instead, whether confusion is likely must be
determined on the basis of the goods identified in Opposer's registrations. See, e.g., Squirtco v. Tomy

Corp., 216 U.S.P.Q. 937 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Even if Applicant's assertions regarding the insignificant
distinctions between the parties' current products were assumed to be correct for the purposes of
summary judgment, there is no question that the "laryngeal masks" and other medical device products
identified in Opposer's registrations clearly encompass a broad range of medical devices, and certainly
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would include any specific type of laryngeal mask, such as that described in Applicant's identification of
goods. Consequently, Applicant's and Opposer's goods are not merely related, but for the purposes of the
likelihood of confusion analysis, they are legally identical. As further evidence that the parties' products
are essentially identical, Applicant has admitted that the goods he intends to distribute under the C-LMA
Mark will compete with products Opposer offers under the LMA mark. Opposer's First Request for
Admissions at ~ 21; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 21.
Of particular relevance to this proceeding, "public policy supports enjoining trademark use on a
lesser showing of confusing similarity for medical products than for ordinary goods." 4 McCarthy §
23:32 at 158-159. This is because confusion as to medical products may result in dire effects to a
patient's health, more serious even than source confusion, which itself is typically the harm. Id. at 158;

see also McLeod v. Hosmer-Dorrance, Inc., et. al., 192 U.S.P.Q. 683, 686 (N.D. Cal. 1976) ("The product
in question here is a medical device used in the care and treatment of serious injury; as such, there is even
a greater public interest in insuring that no confusion exists as to the source of plaintiff s and defendant's
products"), citing Glenwood Laboratories, Inc. v. American Home Prod. Corp., 173 USPQ 19,21-22
(C.C.P.A. 1972); Morgenstern Chemical Co. v. G. D. Searle & Co., 116 USPQ 480, 482-483 (3rd Cir.

1958); Fra Sp.A. v. Surg-O-Flex ofAmerica, Inc., 415 F.Supp. 418, 420-421 (S.D.N.Y. 1975); Syntex
Laboratories, Inc. v. Norwich Pharmacal Co., 166 USPQ 312, 317-318 (S.D.N.Y. 1970).
In sum, consumers are likely to believe that Applicant's C-LMA laryngeal mask and Opposer's

LMA laryngeal masks originate from the same source, that Applicant's laryngeal mask is sponsored by or
approved by Opposer, or that Applicant and Opposer are otherwise related. The similarity of the parties'
goods weighs heavily in favor of a finding of likely confusion.
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c.

Similarity of the Respective Trade Channels

The record unequivocally establishes identical or overlapping marketing channels. Not only are
Opposer's federal registrations unrestricted by trade channel, see Opp. Add. (Reg.), Applicant expressly
admits that "Applicant's laryngeal masks would likely be offered through the usual channels of trade
customary for goods of this type, and as such, would be offered through the same or overlapping channels
of trade as Opposer's laryngeal masks." N. Opp. at ~ 13; Answer at ~ 13. The identical or overlapping
nature of the parties' trade channels weighs heavily in favor of a finding of likely confusion.
d. Similarity of Consumers to whom Sales are Made

In addition to identical or overlapping channels of trade, the record also unequivocally establishes

that the parties will target identical consumers. Applicant admits that "Applicant's laryngeal masks
would likely be offered to the usual consumers that are customary for goods of this type and, as such
would be targeted to the same consumers as Opposer's laryngeal masks." N. Opp. at ~ 14; Answer at ~
14.
Applicant initially alleged that purchasers of laryngeal masks are "sophisticated and educated"
medical professionals, and as such are unlikely to be confused. Answer at ~ 13. However, Applicant
later admitted that the persons commonly responsible for purchasing airway management devices are not
the medical professionals who use these devices, but instead are often administrators who do not have the
sophistication and expertise to understand the functional differences between different devices for airway
management that are on the market. Opposer's Third Request for Admissions at ~~ 3 and 4. 2 Applicant

As detailed in Opposer's September 24,2010 Motion to Deem Admitted Opposer's Second and Third
Requests for Admissions and the Board's October 5, 2010 order, Applicant admitted the matters
contained in these requests as a consequence of his failure to timely respond to Opposer's requests for
admission. As stated by the Board in the October 5, 2010 order, "In accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P.
36(a)(3), '[a] matter is deemed admitted unless, within 30 days from being served, the party to whom the

2
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has further admitted that the persons at hospitals and clinics who exercise decision making authority over
purchasing decisions for medical devices are likely to rely on product trademarks to distinguish between
products and their sources, and are likely to be confused as to the source of Opposer's goods if they are
offered under the C-LMA mark. Opposer's Third Request for Admissions at,-r,-r 5 and 6.
Even assuming arguendo that purchasing decisions at hospitals and other institutions will not be
relegated to administrators or General Purchasing Organization representatives who lack medical training,
this assumption is not sufficient to mitigate the likelihood of confusion in this case. As the Board has
held, "that physicians and pharmacists are knowledgeable in their fields does not mean they are equally
knowledgeable as to marks and immune from mistaking one mark for another." Schering Corp. v. Alza
Corp., 207 U.S.P.Q. 504, 509 (T.T.A.B. 1980); see also Alfacell Corp. v. Anticancer Inc., 71 U.S.P.Q.2d
1301, 1306 (T.T.A.B. 2004) ("[T]here is no reason to believe that medical expertise as to pharmaceuticals
will ensure that there will be no likelihood of confusion as to source or affiliation"). To the contrary, "the
rule regarding a lesser [standard] to show likely confusion for medicinal products should control over the
supposed 'sophistication' of physicians and pharmacists." McCarthy § 23:32 at 159, citing Glenwood
Laboratories, 173 U.S.P.Q. 19; see also, e.g., McLeod, 192 U.S.P.Q. at 686 (extending this principle to
other medical devices).
The identical nature of the parties' target consumers and the reliance on trademarks by those
charged with purchasing decisions in the relevant market weigh heavily in favor of a fmding of likely
confusion.

request is directed serves on the requesting party a written answer or obj ection .... ' The provisions of the
Rule are operative with no further action by the Board or opposer ... "
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e.

Fame of Opposer's LMA Marks

It is undisputed that Opposer's LMA Marks have become well known within the medical field.

Applicant admits that Opposer has established enormous goodwill in its LMA Marks through
longstanding, continuous, and widespread use of its LMA Marks, and that the LMA Marks have become
well and favorably recognized by the relevant trade and public as identifying the laryngeal masks of
Opposer. N. Opp. at ~ 6; Answer at ~ 6. As a result of this longstanding use, Opposer's LMA Marks are
well-known trademarks within the medical field for laryngeal masks. See Opposer's First Request for
Admissions at ~ 6; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 6. Moreover,
Applicant knew that Opposer's LMA Marks were well-known at the time he filed his application for CLMA. Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 10; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request
for Admissions at ~ 10. The broad extent to which Opposer's LMA Marks are well-known in the relevant
market and the enormous goodwill that Opposer has established in its LMA Marks weigh heavily in favor
of a finding of likely confusion.
f.

Absence of Similar Third Party Marks

Applicant has produced no evidence that any third parties are using marks similar to the LMA
Marks on goods similar to those of Opposer or that such trademarks, if any existed, are promoted and
well-known by consumers. See Palm Bay Imports, Inc. v. Vueve Clicquot Ponsardin Maison Fondee En
1772, 73 U.S.P.Q.2d 1689, 1693 (Fed. Cir. 2005), citing Scarves by Vera, Inc. v. Todo Imports, Ltd., 192
U.S.P.Q. 289, 294 (2d Cir. 1976) (finding evidence of third party trademarks irrelevant without
corresponding evidence of actual use, promotion, and knowledge by consumers). To the contrary,
Applicant has admitted that he knows of no third party using a mark comprising or incorporating "LMA"
in connection with laryngeal masks in the United States. Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~~
13-15; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~~ 13-15. This absence of
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similar third party marks in the marketplace heightens the likelihood that consumers will be confused by
Applicant's use of the mark C-LMA, which fully incorporates Opposer's mark, because consumers are
not used to distinguishing among multiple similar marks in this field. Given the absence of similar third
party marks, Opposer is entitled to broad protection in its LMA Marks.

g. Nature and Extent of Actual Confusion and Absence of Concurrent Use
Because Applicant has not yet begun use of his C-LMA mark, N. Opp. at ~ 9; Answer at ~ 9,
there has not been an opportunity for actual confusion to occur. However, Applicant has expressly
admitted that "the use of the C-LMA mark on Applicant's Goods will cause actual confusion among
purchasers and potential purchasers of both Opposer's Goods and Applicant's Goods." Opposer's Third
Request for Admissions at ~ 7. These factors weigh in favor of a finding of likely confusion.

h. Variety of Goods on Which Opposer's LMA Marks are Used
When a mark is used on a variety of goods, consumers may be likely to be confused by similar
third party marks even if the third parties' products are different. See, e.g., Uncle Ben's Inc. v. Stubenberg

International Inc., 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1310, 1313 (TTAB 1998). Although there is no difference between the
parties' goods in this case, it is still useful to note that Opposer uses its mark not just for laryngeal masks
(although that is its primary business focus), but also for other types of medical and surgical devices. 3

3 As noted in Opp. Add. (Reg.), Opposer has registered several marks, not asserted in the Notice
of Opposition, incorporating the LMA element for products other than laryngeal marks, including LMA
STONEBREAKER [Reg. No. 3,446,593] for "Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in
general surgery; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in urology; surgical and medical
apparatus and instruments for the location and extra-corporeal treatment of concretions in the human
body; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for the non-invasive crushing or disintegration of
concretions in the human body"; LMA P AINCARE [Reg. No. 3,865,272] for a "medical apparatus for
introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; medical apparatus, namely, infusion
devices for administering drugs; medical infusion pumps for dispensing medications; medical pumps for
infusing fluid medication into a wound site and withdrawing excess fluid from the wound site; parts and
fittings for all the aforesaid goods"; and LMA CLASSIC EXCEL [Reg. No. 3,764,094]) for "surgical and
medial apparatus and instruments for use in general surgery; apparatus and instruments for use in
anesthesia, namely, anesthetic delivery apparatus, ventilators and anesthesia machines for use in patient
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Thus, Opposer's presumptive rights in its LMA Marks are not limited to laryngeal masks. To the extent
Applicant alleges any technical differences between his product and Opposer's laryngeal masks, it is still
clear that Applicant's product is a medical device, and as such would be seen by consumers as part of
Opposer's line of medical devices bearing LMA Marks. See, e.g., Nike Inc. v. WNBA Enterprises LLC,
85 u.S.P.Q.2d 1187, 1195 (T.T.A.B. 2007) (finding a likelihood of confusion as to less related sports
products due to Opposer's use of its mark on a line of sports products). However, given that Applicant's
product is a type of laryngeal mask, and as such is directly encompassed in the identifications of goods in
Opposer's registrations, confusion is especially likely in this instance.

i.

Applicant is a Former Distributor of Opposer

This opposition is not the first time that the parties have interacted in the marketplace. From
1994 until 2004, Applicant was an authorized Brazilian distributor of laryngeal masks for Opposer and its
related companies or predecessor in interest. N. Opp. at ~ 18; Answer at ~ 18. As such, Applicant has
himself distributed Opposer's laryngeal masks under the LMA Marks, and was well aware of such marks
when he, acting alone, selected the C-LMA mark for his product. Opposer's Second Request for
Admissions at ~~ 2-3; Answer to Opposer's First Interrogatories at ~ 3. Whether or not Applicant
expressly intended to capitalize on his former position as an authorized distributor to appropriate the
goodwill that Opposer has established in its LMA Marks, consumers are more likely to be confused in
light ofthis past relationship between the parties. For instance, consumers who were familiar with
Applicant's role as a distributor of Opposer's laryngeal masks under the LMA Marks may believe that
Applicant is continuing in that role when distributing products under the C-LMA mark. In light of the
parties' past relationship, confusion is particularly likely in this instance.

care; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in ventilation of the lungs; anesthetic masks;
laryngeal masks; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods."
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j.

Opposer's Right to Exclude Others from Using its LMA Marks

Opposer's LMA Marks are inherently distinctive. Such inherent distinctiveness is evidenced,
inter alia, by the issuance of a now incontestable federal registration for the LMA word mark (Reg. No.

2,506,914) on the Principal Register, without either a disclaimer or proof of secondary meaning. See
Opp. Add. (Reg.); 15 U.S.C. §§ 1057(b), 1115(a), and 1115(b); see also, e.g., Borinquen Biscuit Corp. v.
M. V. Trading Corp., 78 U.S.P.Q.2d 1454, 1458 (1st Cir. 2006) (registration without secondary meaning

entitles owner to presumption of validity; presumption is conclusive as to incontestable registrations).
Similarly, Opposer's registrations for LMA-UNIQUE (Reg. No. 2,l33,294), LMA-FASTRACH (Reg.
No. 2,173,557), LMA-CLASSIC (Reg. No. 2,220,745), and LMA-PROSEAL (Reg. No. 2,518,267) were
also issued without disclaimers or proof of secondary meaning.
In addition to inherent distinctiveness, Opposer's LMA Marks have strong acquired

distinctiveness, and acquired such distinctiveness long before Applicant's July 8, 2004 filing date.
Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 10; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for
Admissions at ~ 10. Such strength is shown by, inter alia, Opposer's use of its marks over a period
spanning more than 25 years, see N. Opp. at ~ 3; Answer at ~ 3, and Applicant's admissions that Opposer
has established enormous goodwill in its LMA Marks through longstanding, continuous, and widespread
use of its LMA Marks, and that the LMA Marks have become well and favorably recognized by the
relevant trade and public as identifying the laryngeal masks of Opposer. N. Opp. at ~ 6; Answer at ~ 6.
As a result of this longstanding use, Opposer's LMA Marks are well-known trademarks within the
medical field for laryngeal masks. See Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 6; Applicant's
Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 6.
While the foregoing is more than sufficient to demonstrate the strength of Opposer's marks,
Applicant has also admitted that Opposer has a domestic and worldwide reputation for producing and
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selling quality laryngeal masks under its LMA Marks. Opposer's Second Request for Admissions at ~~ 4-

Opposer's marks are also entitled to a wider scope of protection because they incorporate "an
unpronounceable set of letters and thus fall into the category of letter marks generally accorded broader
trademark protection because it is more difficult to remember a series of arbitrarily arranged letters than it
is to remember words, figures, phrases or syllables." CAE, Inc. v. Clean Air Engineering, Inc., 60
U.S.P.Q.2d 1449, 1466 (7 th Cir. 2001); see also Weiss Assoc., Inc. v. HRL Assoc., Inc., 14 U.S.P.Q.2d
1840, 1841 (Fed. Cir. 1990) ("It is more difficult to remember a series of arbitrarily arranged letters than
it is to remember figures ... Because it is hard to distinguish between these letters, the mark TMM is
confusing with TMS"). "This difficulty of remembering multiple-letter marks makes the likelihood of
confusion between such marks, when similar, more probable." McCarthy § 23:33 at 160 (4th ed. 2003).
Customers familiar with Opposer's LMA Marks are highly likely to believe that a nearly identical product
sold under the mark C-LMA comes from Opposer, not an unaffiliated third party.
Although Opposer's LMA Marks are strong, such strength is only an important issue when the
marks and goods in question are not highly similar. Opposer need not rely on the strength of its LMA
Marks in this proceeding. 2 McCarthy § 11 :76 at 178, citing (among others) A.H. Robins Co. v. Evsco

Pharmaceutical Corp., 190 U.S.P.Q. 340 (T.T.A.B. 1976) ("Even weak marks are entitled to protection
against subsequent registration or use by another for a closely similar format on closely competitive
goods or services.") Here, the goods are identical, and Applicant's C-LMA mark entirely encompasses

4 Although Applicant makes passing unsubstantiated claims that "LMA" may occasionally be used by
third parties to describe laryngeal mask devices, Applicant has provided no valid evidence in support of
these claims or any resulting effect on Opposer's LMA Marks. Moreover, "the assertion of
descriptiveness constitutes an impermissible collateral attack upon the validity of [O]pposer's registration
which cannot be entertained in the absence of a counterclaim to cancel the same." Medic Alert
Foundation International v. Nationwide Medi-Alert, Inc., 212 USPQ 393, 397 (T.T.A.B. 1981), citing
Contour Chair-Lounge Co., Inc. v. The Englander Company, Inc., 139 USPQ 285 (C.C.P.A. 1963).
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Opposer's LMA mark, with Applicant merely adding a hyphen and a single letter "e" to Opposer's LMA
mark.
k. Substantial Potential Confusion

The substantial potential confusion that would arise through Applicant's use of his C-LMA Mark is
an important factor in judging how likely confusion is in this case. The extent of potential confusion is
particularly great here because Opposer's current use of its LMA Marks is so widespread in the medical
field. N. Opp. at 'Il6; Answer at 'Il6. Further, because the parties' goods are medical devices, specifically
laryngeal masks, there is a risk not only of confusion as to source, but confusion with respect to the
products themselves. See Syntex Laboratories, Inc. v. The Norwich Pharmacal Company, 169 U.S.P.Q.
1, 2 (2d Cir. 1971) ("where product confusion could have dire effects on public health, looking to such
confusion, in addition to source-of-origin confusion, in determining whether there has been trademark
infringement is entirely in accord with public policy, as well as with the Lanham Act"). Given the
potentially widespread and substantial confusion, and the potential harm that may arise from such
confusion, this factor weighs heavily in favor of a finding of likely confusion.
l.

Other Facts Probative of Confusion

While the factors discussed above are more than sufficient to demonstrate a likelihood of confusion,
additional probative facts are also present in this case. Specifically, on July 8, 2004, less than two months
before Applicant's Brazilian license agreement with Opposer expired on September 1, 2004, Applicant
filed a trademark application for C-LMA, a mark which entirely encompassed his former licensor's LMA
mark, without the consent or knowledge of Opposer. See Applicant's Application; Applicant's Answer to
Opposer's First Request for Admissions at 'Ill. Applicant, with full knowledge of Opposer's LMA
Marks, did not consider any alternate marks, and did not engage the services of a third party to conduct an
availability search or investigation with respect to his proposed C-LMA mark. Opposer's First Request
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for Admissions at ~ 10; Applicant's Answer to Opposer's First Request for Admissions at ~ 10; Opposer's
Second Request for Admissions at ~~ 6-7.
A trademark licensee has an afftrmative duty to distinguish its products from those of its prior
licensor to avoid all possible confusion. See Holiday Inns, Inc. v. Alverding et ai, 203 U.S.P.Q. 273, 275
(N.D. Tex. 1978); see also Dad's Root Beer v. Atkins et ai, 90 F.Supp. 477, 484 (E.D. Penn. 1950)
(former licensee has a greater duty than a stranger to distinguish itself from its former licensor). Here,
Applicant filed an application to register a mark nearly identical to that of his licensor, Opposer, before
his license was even terminated. When these facts are assessed together, it is difficult to reach any other
conclusion than that Applicant intended to capitalize on the goodwill established in Opposer's LMA
Marks or to imply an affiliation between himself and Opposer when he selected his C-LMA trademark.
See, e.g., Fleischmann Distilling Corp. v. Maier Brewing Co. et. al., 136 U.S.P.Q. 508 (9 th Cir. 1963)

(finding bad intent where defendant knew of plaintiffs mark, but decided confusion was not likely
without seeking legal advice).
C. Conclusion - Confusion is Likely
Although individual Dupont factors present factual determinations, none of the underlying facts
are in dispute, and the ultimate question of whether a likelihood of confusion exists is a question of law.
See e.g., Bose Corp. v. QSC Audio Prods., 63 U.S.P.Q.2d 1303, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Here, the

undisputed facts support only one conclusion, that confusion between Applicant's C-LMA mark and
Opposer's LMA Marks is likely. Because there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact, Opposer is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law that a likelihood of confusion exists and that Applicant's
application must be denied. Further, and for the avoidance of all doubt, Applicant has expressly admitted
that "the use of the C-LMA mark on Applicant's Goods will cause actual confusion among purchasers
and potential purchasers of both Opposer's Goods and Applicant's Goods." Opposer's Third Request for
Admissions at ~ 7.
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IV.

JUDICIAL INEFFICIENCY IN PROCEEDING WITH A FULL TRIAL
"The purpose of the motion [for summary judgment] is judicial economy, that is, to avoid an

unnecessary trial where there is no genuine issue of material fact and more evidence than is already
available in connection with the summary judgment motion could not reasonably be expected to change
the result in the case." TBMP § 528.01, citing (among others) Larami Corp. v. Talk To Me Programs

Inc., 36 U.S.P.Q.2d 1840 (T.T.A.B. 1995). In this case, Applicant failed to take any discovery during the
nine month period allotted for discovery, and he has stated under oath that he has no plans to call any
witnesses at trial. Answer to Opposer's First Interrogatories at ~~ 11 - 12. Given this, no additional
evidence will be introduced in support of Applicant's position during his testimony period at trial that
would change the finding that confusion is likely between Applicant's C-LMA mark and Opposer's LMA
Marks. Summary judgment is thus appropriate in this case, as "[t]he burden ofthe moving party may be
met by showing 'that there is an absence of evidence to support the nonmoving party's case. '" TBMP §

528.01, citing Celotex, 477 U.S. 317 (no requirement that moving party support its motion with affidavits
or other similar materials negating the opponent's claim but may be based on nonmovant's failure to
make sufficient showing as to its own case on which it has burden of proof); and Anderson, 477 U.S. 242.
Here, there is no dispute that all of the facts in evidence strongly support Opposer's position.
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v.

CONCLUSION
For the aforesaid reasons, Opposer respectfully requests that judgment be entered as a matter of

law against Applicant, and that the subject application be denied.

Respectfully submitted,
FOLEY & LARDNER LLP
Dated: New York, New York
October 29,2010
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